
Sports Betting Rules

1 General  Sports Betti ng Rules

1.1 Location

All  bets  are  placed  and received  in  the  Northern  Territory  and  accordingly,  all  transactions  are
formed in the Northern Territory.

1.2 Closing of markets

Bets will be accepted up to the event start time or the actual start time, in the event of a delay,
where possible.  Apple iSports reserves the right to close a market earlier.  If a bet is inadvertently
accepted in respect of an event after its start time, the bet shall be deemed to have been made
invalidly and will be made void and refunded.

1.3 Resettlement

Apple iSports reserve the right to resettle an event where an error has occurred with the resulting
process or the dividends declared.  Where the resettlement is carried out 24 hours or more after the
initial settlement, customers will be notified.

1.4 Void Bets

If a bet is made void at any time, affected Multi-Bets will be recalculated excluding that leg at the
original bet stake.  No refund is payable.

1.5 Results

All sports bets shall be settled based on the official declaration of the result of the event as made by
the relevant sports governing body on the day of the event.  Where a participant is subsequently
disqualified or placings amended at a later date, for any reason, the official result as declared on the
day will stand.

Once the official result has been declared, the result shall not be affected by subsequent protests or
amendments to such results. 

Interim results posted online are indicative only, and bets shall only be resulted based on the official
declaration.

1.6 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred events

If an event is abandoned, transferred to another venue or postponed to another date, single bets are
void and wagers will be refunded.  

Where an event is postponed and rescheduled to take place at the same venue within 48 hours of
the originally scheduled start time of the event, all bets stand.

All  Future  Bets  stand  until  the  completion  of  the  event  s  event  regardless  of  the  event  being
abandoned, postponed or transferred from the original date.  If the event is cancelled all bets will be
refunded.



Affected Multi Bets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg.

1.7 Dead Heats

When a dead heat occurs, reduced returns may be awarded to all runners involved in the dead heat. 

The reduction in returns shall be dependent on the number of participants involved in the dead heat
and the number of places paid. 

For Fixed Odds bets, the reduced return shall be calculated as the face value of the bet divided by
the total number of runners involved in the dead heat. 

1.8 Affiliations

Apple iSports is not affiliated with any sporting body or regulator.

1.9 Sport Specific Rules

The betting rules detailed in specific sporting rules take precedence over the general sports betting
rules in this section.  Any sport not specifically included in these rules will have bets settled under
the official website for the sports governing body.

1.10 Market Availability

The inclusion of markets in these rules does not mean that any specific market will be available at
every event.

2 Athleti cs

2.1 Results

The medals/podium ceremony is the declared final result and determines the settlement of bets.  In
the  absence  of  a  medals  ceremony  bets  will  be  settled  by  the  results  declared  by  the
organiser/regulator.

2.2 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred events

If an event is postponed and rescheduled to occur within 24 hours of the original start time, all bets
will stand.  If it is rescheduled for more than 24 hours later, all  single bets are void and wagers
refunded while affected MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet
stake.  No refunds are payable.

2.3 Medal Tally

For events that are part of a larger meeting and medal tally betting is available the final medals table
published at the end of the meeting will be used to settle bets on how many medals a country may
win.  Any subsequent changes to the medals table will not be taken into consideration.

2.4 Olympic Games

For the Olympic Games, all events will be settled on the official IOC results.



2.5 IAAF meetings

For meetings governed by IAAF, the official IAAF results are used for the settling of bets.

2.6 Other meetings

For all other meetings bets will be settled based on the official results published by the organisation
regulating the meeting.

2.7 Group Betting

Bets will be settled on the highest finisher in the final of the relevant event and are decided on
official results.

3 American Football

3.1 Results

Payouts will be based on the official final score, including any overtime.  Overtime applies for all
markets unless otherwise specifically stated  Games are considered official for betting purposes after
55 minutes of play.

All American Football rules apply to NFL, CFL and NCAA.  All settlements are based on results and
statistics provided by the relevant league's governing body:

 www.nfl.com  
 www.cfl.ca  
 www.ncaa.org  

3.2 Half Betting Markets

Half Time/Normal Time betting excludes overtime.

For First Half wagers, the first half must be completed for bets to stand.

Second Half wagers relate solely to the score in the second half and include any overtime played
(Scores start from 0-0 at half time).

3.3 Quarter Betting Markets

Quarter by Quarter betting excludes overtime.

For individual  quarter betting the entire quarter must be played for bets to stand.    The fourth
quarter does not include overtime.

3.4 Postponed Matches

If a game is postponed and rescheduled to occur within two calendar days of the original start time
at the same venue, all wagers stand.  Beyond two calendar days, all bets will be made void and
refunded and refunded.  All bets on forfeited games are declared void and bets refunded.  MultiBets
will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

http://www.ncaa.org/
http://www.cfl.ca/
http://www.nfl.com/


3.5 Player Bets

3.5.1 Game Bets

For player matchups of any kind, both players must take the field at least once during play, for bets
to stand.  Otherwise, all bets will be made void and refunded and refunded.

3.6 Suspension of betting

Apple iSports reserves the right to suspend any or all betting markets on a game at any time without
notice.

3.7 Line betting

The result used for settling is the match result adjusted for the handicap line at the time the bet is
struck.  Overtime counts for match handicap betting.

3.8 Future/Season bets

3.8.1 Team bets

For  bets  to  stand,  unless  otherwise  stated,  all  scheduled regular-season games must  be played
unless the result  has unequivocally  been determined before the end of the season including an
interrupted season.

Outright markets include playoffs where applicable.

3.8.2 Player bets

For season-long player bets, the nominated player must be in one game and take the field at least
once during play for bets to stand

3.9 Total points

Overtime counts for all total match/team total and points markets.

Overtime does not count for total points on quarter and half specific markets.

For quarter and half betting the entire period must be played for bets to stand.

3.10 First offensive play yard line

The result is determined by where the first offensive play from scrimmage takes place.  In the event
of the kick off being returned for a touchdown bets stand for the following kick off.  In the event of a
turnover the result is determined on where the first offensive play takes place from with respect to
the receiving team's yard line.

3.11 First turnover

For results purposes, only an interception or a fumble counts.  A punt or 'turnover on downs' does
not qualify as a turnover for settlement purposes.  In the event of an abandoned game stakes are
returned unless a turnover has already taken place.



3.12 First offensive play

In the event of a false start penalty on the first offensive play, bets stand for the next offensive play
that takes place without a false start penalty.

3.13 First team/last team to score and first touchdown scorer

In the event of an abandoned game bets stand on scores that have taken place already, overtime
counts for these markets. First touchdown scorers are all in regardless of whether they take the field
or not  Only when a player is listed on NFL.com as 'inactive' for that match are the selections made
void and refunded.

For touchdown scorer markets, the winning selection is the player who possesses the ball in the
endzone.

3.14 First penalty

This is settled on the first penalty called, regardless of a team accepting or declining the penalty.

4 Austral ian Rules Football

4.1 Results

Bets are settled on the official declared result.  Regular season Home and Away matches are settled
at 'Normal Time' with no extra time played.  In the event of a 'draw' where no draw option is offered
Apple iSports will apply the dead heat rule (See Rule 1.7).  For any Finals matche or any other match
that includes extra time, markets will be settled on the completion of extra time, unless the draw is
offered in the market.

For  AFL  matches,  statistics  published  on  the  AFL  website  (www.afl.com.au)  will  be  used  for
settlement purposes.  For other matches, statistics published on the governing body website will be
used for settlement purposes.

4.2 Draws

Where the draw option is offered, the bet is decided on the result at the end of normal time.  In
Quarter by Quarter and half/full-time markets for the purposes of betting the 'Draw at the end of full
time' will not include extra time.  If extra time is played, all other markets will be settled at the end
of extra time.

4.3 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

4.3.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within
three calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and
refunded and refunded.

4.3.2 Abandoned Matches

If the match has started and is subsequently abandoned markets will be settled on the official result.
Where  no  official  result  is  declared  bets  will  be  made  void  and  refunded.   MultiBets  will  be
recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.



4.3.3 Venue Changes

If the venue is changed from the one scheduled all bets on the match will stand, provided the game
is not also postponed more than three calendar days after its original date.

4.4 Goal kicking bets

If the selected player is not in the starting 22 all bets on that selection will be refunded.

For bets on first goalscorer of the match, the goal doesn't need to be scored in 1st quarter.  For the
first goalscorer in a quarter market, if there is no goal in that quarter the bets are refunded.

4.5 Premiership Markets

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the Grand Final will be deemed null and void and all bets will stand.

4.6 Top 4 and Top 8 Markets

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the Grand Final, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and void and all
bets will stand.

4.7 Wooden Spoon

Wooden Spoon bets pay on the team which finished at the bottom of the premiership ladder after
the completion of the home and away round of matches.  Any loss of premiership points after the
completion of the home and away draw, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed
null and void and all bets will stand.

4.8 Miss 4/Miss 8

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the home and away draw, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and
void and all bets will stand.

4.9 Premier State

Payout is be determined by the home state of the team that wins the Grand Final.

4.10 Brownlow Medal

Bets will be paid on the official results as presented on the night of the Brownlow Medal count.  If
there is a tie for the Brownlow Medal Winner, dead-heat rules apply (See Rule 1.7).  Any changes to
the winner of the medal at a later date are ignored for betting purposes.  For Group, Head to Head
and Novelty markets, a tie between two or more players where a tie option is not available, dead-
heat rules apply (See Rule 1.7)



4.10.1 Top Markets

Unless ‘excludes ties’ is specified in the market the bet will be paid in full in the case of a tie.

4.10.2 More points Markets

More points market bets exclude dead heats.  One selection obtains more points than the other
selection is deemed the winner for settlement purposes.  If the result is a tie the bet will be settled
as a loss.

4.11 Coleman Medal

4.11.1 Win bets

All win bets require the selection to finish in 1st place to be successful.  Dead-heat rules apply. See
Rule 1.7 

4.11.2 Place bets

The number of places paid is shown on the market.  Dead-heat rules apply. See Rule 1.7 

4.11.3 Participants

For betting purposes, any player that starts a game on the field or interchange bench is deemed a
participant, regardless of any amount of time, or lack thereof,  on the field.  Any player, that does
not participate in this way will have bets made void and refunded.

4.11.4 Not awarded

If  the  Coleman Medal  is  not  awarded,  as  determined  by  the  AFL,  bets  will  be  made  void  and
refunded.

4.12 Norm Smith Medal

Bets will be paid on official results as presented on the day of the Grand Final.  Any changes to the
winner or the medal at a later date are ignored for betting purposes.

4.13 Time of First Goal

Bets are paid on the time of First Goal based on publication on the official governing website.  Time
of goal is resulted on the running clock, time on is included.  Bets will be settled as a loss if no goals
are scored.  Where a market is offered for individual quarters bets will be settled as a loss if no goals
are scored in the quarter.

4.14 Most Disposals

If a player is not in the starting 22. bets made void and refunded.

4.14.1 Win Bets

All win bets require the selection to finish in 1st place to be successful.  Dead-heat rules apply. See
Rule 1.7 

4.14.2 Head to Head

Dead-heat rules apply. See Rule 1.7 



4.14.3 Total Points for Round

If any match is abandoned or postponed by 3 calendar days after the scheduled end of the round a
reduction to the number of points may be applied.  In this circumstance declaration of results is
made 3 calendar days after the scheduled end of the round.

4.14.4 Home versus Away Teams

For the Points Total of Home Teams v Away Teams if any match is abandoned or postponed by 3
calendar days after the scheduled end of the round a reduction to the number of points may be
applied.

For Winning Margin bets no points reduction will apply if any match is abandoned or postponed by 3
calendar days after the scheduled end of the round a reduction to the number of points may be
applied.

In these circumstances declaration of results is made 3 calendar days after the scheduled end of the
round.

4.15 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

5 Baseball

5.1 General Baseball Betting Rules

5.1.1 Results

All settlements are based on the results and statistics provided by the relevant league’s governing
body.

5.1.2 Home Team Definition

Unless  specifically  stated otherwise in the market  the team listed second in  the event  name is
considered the Home Team, even if the game takes place at a neutral venue.

5.1.3 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

If a game does not start on the day of the officially fixtured start time as stated by the relevant
league’s governing body, all bets will  be made void and refunded.  The day of the event will  be
considered the day according to the time zone in which the game was fixtured to be played.

If a game has started and did not finish as per the 8.5 innings the game is declared abandoned.  All
bets are made void and refunded.  However, any market where the result has been determined
before completing 8.5 innings will stand.

5.1.4 Listed Pitchers

All bets stand regardless of a pitching change. Listed Pitchers should be considered indicative only.

5.1.5 Double Headers

For games scheduled at the start of the game to only 7 innings, normal baseball rules apply with all
markets settled as per relevant league’s governing body website.



5.1.6 8.5 Innings Rule

All markets, unless otherwise stated, require a minimum of 9 innings play for bets to stand (8.5
innings should the Home Team be ahead).  For games scheduled for seven innings a minimum of 7
innings play for bets to stand (6.5 innings should the Home Team be ahead)

5.1.7 Extra Innings

Extra innings, where applicable, count for settlement purposes.

5.1.8 Future/Season bets

All outright markets include playoffs where applicable.

5.1.9 Mercy Rule

Should a mercy rule be in play, it will be applied for settlement purposes and the minimum number
of innings played (8.5 innings rule) is considered to have been met.

5.2 MLB Specific Rules

These rules apply specifically to Major League Baseball.  In the absence of a rule, the general rules
apply.  See section 5.1

5.2.1 Temporarily Suspended Matches

If a game is suspended and continues to a conclusion the following day (local time), then all bets will
stand.  If a suspended game is resumed more than 36 hours after the original start time, all existing
bets will be made void and refunded unless they have been previously been determined before the
game’s suspension.  In the case of suspended MLB Playoff games, all bets will stand until the game is
completed.

Markets already determined before the game was shortened will be settled.

All other markets (including but not limited to Run Line and Total Runs) will be declared void and
refunded unless a minimum of 7 innings’ play, or 6.5 innings should the home team be leading at the
commencement of the bottom of the 7th inning.

5.3 MLB Specific Markets

5.3.1 8.5 Innings Rule Markets

The following markets are settled based on the 8.5 innings rule.  See section 5.1.6. and as described
for each market.

5.3.1.1 Run Line Markets

5.3.1.2 Total Runs Markets
Except when a result has already been determined.

5.3.1.3 Double Result: 
Settles on the score at the end of the 5th inning plus the final score.



5.3.1.4 Tri-Bet Markets

5.3.1.5 Odd/Even Markets
In the event of a zero result, that shall be considered an even number for settlement purposes.

5.3.1.6 Winning Margin Markets

5.3.1.7 Highest Scoring Half of Match: 
Includes extra innings.  The first half of a match is deemed to be the first five innings and the second
half shall be deemed to be all other innings after the fifth innings regardless of how many additional
innings are played.

5.3.1.8 Highest Scoring Inning: 
Dead-heat rules apply in the event of a tie.

5.3.1.9 Innings of Last Score

5.3.1.10 Team to Score Last Markets: 
Includes extra innings.

5.3.1.11 Hits Markets
In the case of specific inning/half inning markets, the stated inning must be completed for bets to
stand unless the result has already been determined.

5.3.2 Other Markets

The following markets are settled as described.

5.3.2.1 Inning / Half Inning Markets
The inning or half inning of the game must be fully completed for bets to stand.

5.3.2.2 Team to Score First Markets
Settled on the first run of the game irrespective of how many innings are completed.

5.3.2.3 3/5/7 Inning Markets
The specified number of innings must be completed for bets to stand, unless the home team holds
the lead and the bottom of the inning would not change the result for team specific markets.

5.3.2.4 First Half Markets
Settled following the completion of five innings.  The first half of a match is deemed to be the first
five innings  and the second half  shall  be  deemed to be all  other  innings  after  the fifth innings
regardless of how many additional innings are played.

5.3.2.5 Lead After
Settled on the score at the end of the specified period, or once the required number of runs have
been scored.



5.3.2.6 Regular Season Win Totals
A team must play at least 98% of games originally  scheduled (as of Opening Day of the regular
season) for bets to stand, unless the outcome has already been determined.  All other bets will be
made void and refunded.

5.3.2.7 Regular Season Specials
Unless otherwise stated, teams must play at least 50% of regular-season games originally scheduled
(as of Opening Day of the regular season) for the bets to stand.  Dead-heat rules apply if multiple
players tie for the league lead.  If less than 50% of regular season games are played (as scheduled on
Opening Day of the regular season), all regular season specials bets (unless otherwise stated)will be
made void and refunded regardless of whether they have been determined or not.

5.3.3 Player Markets

Where a specified player is listed under a market for a certain league/team, he will be deemed a
player in that team/league for the result regardless of any inter-league/team trade which may occur.

For all player markets, bets will be made void and refunded as per the below rules (unless explicitly
stated in individual market rules).

5.3.3.1 Pitcher Markets
If the selected player does not throw a pitch, bets will be made void and refunded.

5.3.3.2 Batter Markets 
If the selected player does not record a plate appearance, bets will be made void and refunded.

5.3.3.3 Hit a Home Run 
If the selected player must record at least 1 plate appearance for bet to stand.

5.3.3.4 Record a Hit Markets
The selected player must record at least 1 plate appearance for bets to stand.  Once a player has
recorded a plate appearance, bets on all subsequent hits markets (2+ hits, 3+ hits etc.) will stand
regardless of the number of plate appearances that player ultimately records in the game.

5.3.3.5 Total Strikeouts
The selected player (pitcher) must start for bet to stand.  If the selected player does not throw a
pitch, bets will be made void and refunded.

5.3.4 Series Betting

5.3.4.1 Results
When a team is declared as the winner in less than the number of scheduled matches all bets stand.
When the full  number of  scheduled matches is  otherwise not played,  or  one of  the matches is
postponed/abandoned and is not played within three calendar days of the originally scheduled date
then bets on the market will be declared void and bets refunded.  If a series for which we did not
offer a price for the draw & the series ends in a draw, then bets on the series result will be made
void and refunded.



5.3.4.2 World Series, League and Division Winners: 
Markets will all be settled in according to the official MLB ruling regardless of season length. 

6 Basketball

6.1 General Basketball Betting Rules

6.1.1 Results

All settlements are based on the results and statistics provided by the relevant league’s governing
body.  Settlement on match score based bets will be based on the official final score, overtime (an
extension of normal time) included, unless otherwise specified.  Official results will be from official
FIBA sites.

6.1.2 Abandoned Matches

If  a  match  is  abandoned,  all  markets  &  bets  will  be  voided  unless  the  outcome  has  been
unequivocally decided.

6.1.3 Postponed Matches

If a match is postponed, all markets & bets will be voided unless it takes place within two calendar
days of the initially scheduled starting time and there is no change to the format or venue of the
game.

6.1.4 Normal Time Markets

Overtime does not count.

6.1.5 Quarter Markets

Overtime does not count.  Results are based on the total score for the quarter.  The entire quarter
must be played for bets to stand.

6.1.6 Half Markets

Overtime does not count.  Results are based on the total score for each half only of regular time.
The entire half must be played for bets to stand.

6.1.7 Points Race Markets

Resulted on the team achieving the specified total first.  A neither selection is offered and overtime
does not count towards the total of these markets.

6.1.8 Halftime/Fulltime

Overtime does not count.  Resulted on score at half time and full time (not including overtime).

6.1.9 Highest Scoring Markets

If  two or more quarters and/or halves result with the same high score, Dead Heat rules will  be
applied.

6.1.10 Draw after regular time

Bets will be settled as a win if at the end of regular time the match finishes in a draw/tie, regardless
of whether or not overtime is played.



6.1.11 Player Performance Markets

All bets stand once the selected player takes the court, irrespective of game time played and final
totals will be inclusive of overtime.  If the selected player does not take the court, all bets will be
made void and refunded.  For series related bets the same rules apply.

6.1.12 Void legs in Multi-bets

If one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

6.1.13 Injuries/Ejections in Multi bets

If the player was selected to play and was injured or ejected during the game the bet/leg stands.

6.1.14 Outright Markets

Outright  markets  include  all  playoff/tiebreak  matches  organised  and  sanctioned  by  the  leagues
governing body unless specified in the market.

6.2 Basketball - US

These rules apply specifically to Basketball games played in the United States.  In the absence of a
rule, the general rules apply.  See section 6.1

6.2.1 Results

All  settlement  will  be  based  on the  official  final  score,  overtime (an  extension of  normal  time)
included, unless otherwise specified.

6.2.2 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

6.2.2.1 Postponed Matches
When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within
three calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and
refunded.

6.2.2.2 Abandoned Matches
Should the play be suspended in any NBA game and subsequently not fully completed (48 mins play)
within 48 hours of the originally scheduled start time, all wagers will be made void and refunded
unless the outcome of a market has already been determined.

MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are
payable.

6.2.2.3 Venue Changes
If the venue is changed from the one scheduled all bets placed on the game will be made void and
refunded.

6.2.3 Single Game Markets

6.2.3.1 Quarter Markets
Settled on the score for the relevant quarter, overtime does not count.



6.2.3.2 Second Half Markets
Settled on the score for second half inclusive of overtime.

6.2.3.3 Margin Markets
Settled on the final score inclusive of overtime.

6.2.3.4 Halftime/Fulltime
Resulted on score at half time and full time, inclusive of overtime.

6.2.3.5 Points Race Markets
Resulted on the team to achieve the specified total first. A “neither” selection is offered.

6.2.3.6 Highest Scoring Half
The second half will be inclusive of overtime for settlement purposes.

6.2.3.7 Player Performance Markets
All bets stand once a player takes the court, irrespective of game time played and final totals will be
inclusive of overtime.  Should a player not take any part, all bets will be made void and refunded. For
series related props the same rules apply.

6.2.4 Series Markets

When a team is declared as the winner in less than the number of scheduled matches all bets stand.
When the full  number of  scheduled matches is  otherwise not played,  or  one of  the matches is
postponed/abandoned and is not played within three calendar days of the originally scheduled date
then bets on the market will be declared void and bets refunded.  If a series for which we did not
offer a price for the draw & the series ends in a draw, then bets on the series result will be made
void and refunded.

6.2.5 Regular Season Wins

A team must complete 70 games for bets to stand.  All NBA Regular Season Wins bets will be voided
if the relevant team does not complete at least 70 games unless the outcome has already been
determined.  All other bets will be made void and refunded.

6.2.6 Outright Markets

All  outright  markets  include  playoffs  and  any  official  governing  organisation  tie-breaks  where
applicable.

6.2.7 Most Season Wins

Settled on the team with the most Regular Season wins.  The dead heat rule applies in the event of a
tie.

6.2.8 First Basket

Settled on the first score of the game, inclusive of free throws, as per the official NBA box score.
Should a player listed not start the game, all  bets on the player selected will  be made void and
refunded.  In the event of a tie at the end of the first quarter, the dead heat rule applies.



6.2.9 First Team Basket Scorer

Settled on the first scorer from each team, inclusive of Free Throws; Should a player listed not start
the game, all bets on the player selected will be made void and refunded.

6.2.10 To Make The Playoffs

Settled  on  the  Final  8  teams  in  the  Playoffs  for  each  Conference,  after  any  possible  Play-In
Tournament has concluded (i.e. teams that lose in any Play-In tournament are not considered to
have made the Playoffs).

6.2.11 NBA Player Awards

Settled on the official winners announced by the NBA in each category.  Dead Heat rules apply.

7 Bowls

7.1 Outright Betting

Bet will be made void and refunded on players or teams withdrawn before the start of an event.

7.2 Match Betting

When a match starts but does not complete match bets will be made void and refunded.  All other
markets will be made void and refunded unless the result has already been determined.

7.3 To win Xth End

In the event of an end being judged a tie then all bets will be made void and refunded.

7.4 Abandoned or Postponed Matches

A match must be played within three calendar days of the originally scheduled start time for bets to
stand.  If a match doesn't take place for whatever reason within this period, bets will be made void
and refunded.

8 Boxing

8.1 Results

Results will be based on the official result at ringside.  Results are not official for betting purposes
until  verified  by  officials  at  the  venue.   If  for  some reason  this  cannot  be  clarified  the  results
recorded at www.boxrec.com will be used for settlement purposes.  Should an official or unofficial
sanctioning body overturn a fight decision based on an appeal, suspension, lawsuit, drug testing
result, or any other fighter sanction will not be recognized for betting purposes.

8.2 Postponed Bouts

Should a contest be postponed, bets will stand for two calendar days.  If the contest doesn't take
place  for  whatever  reason  within  this  period,  bets  will  be  made  void  and  refunded.   Affected
MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are
payable.

8.3 No Contest

In the event of a No Contest being declared during the bout all bets will be made void and refunded,
except for markets where the outcome has already been determined.



8.4 Late Replacement

If there is a substitution for one of the boxers, bets on the original contest will be made void and
bets refunded.

8.5 Bout status

If there is a change in the advertised contest all bets will stand.  For example, a contest changes from
a title fight to a non-title fight.

8.6 Unrecognised Results

Where Unofficial Judges declare the winner then all bets will be made void on the event.

8.7 Round Result Betting

8.7.1 End of round result

When a boxer fails to answer the bell for the next round, his opponent shall be deemed to have won
the contest in the previous round.

8.7.2 Scheduled Rounds

If the scheduled number of rounds be changed before the commencement of the contest, all round
result bets struck before the change will be made void and refunded.

8.7.3 Early Finish

When a contest finishes before the completion of the scheduled number of rounds and the winner is
decided by the judges' scorecards (technical decision/technical draw) then all round result bets will
be deemed losers.

8.7.4 Judges Decision

If the contest goes to the scorecards then all round result bets will be deemed losers.

8.7.5 Accidental Injury

When a bout finishes before the scheduled number of rounds due to an accidental injury and the
winner is not determined by the judges scorecards, all remaining round result bets will be made void
and refunded unless the result has already been determined that a bet has already been lost.  For
example, if the injury that stops the bout is in round five all bets that have selected rounds one
through four are declared as losing bets.

8.7.6 Total Rounds

For Total Rounds settlement purposes where half a round is stated then the halfway point of the
round defines half the round for over and under purposes.  For example, the 1 minute 30 seconds
mark of a three minute round is considered the halfway point of the respective round.

8.7.7 Going the distance

For a going the distance market, if there is a technical decision, the fight will have been deemed NOT
to have gone the distance which is the scheduled number of rounds.



8.7.8 Method of Victory

8.7.8.1 Technical Draw
If a Technical Draw is announced because of an accidental injury within the first four rounds forcing
an early stoppage the market will be made void and all bets refunded.

8.7.8.2 Knockout
Knockout (KO) is when the boxer does not stand up after a ten count. Technical knockout (TKO) is
the three knockdown rule or if the referee steps in when it is decided that a fighter cannot safely
continue to fight.  If a fighter fails to answer a bell for the next round then this will also be deemed a
TKO.  For betting purposes, KO/TKO definition includes disqualification (DSQ) and retirement (RTD.)

8.7.8.3 Judges Decision
When the bout completes the scheduled number of rounds the result is determined from the judge's
scorecards.  Possible results are

 Unanimous decision
 Split decision
 Draw
 Majority draw

8.7.8.4 Technical Decision
If  a bout is scheduled for more than four rounds and an accidental foul occurs causing an injury
severe enough for the referee to stop the bout in the fifth round or later the fight will result in a
technical decision.  See details on judges decisions in section 8.7.8.3.  

When there is a technical decision before the end of the scheduled number of rounds has been
completed all bets will be settled as a win by decision.  Round result bets will be deemed losers.

For betting purposes, betting on rounds or group of rounds is for a fighter to win by KO, TKO or
disqualification during that round or group of rounds.  In the event of a technical decision before the
end of the fight all bets will be settled as a win by decision.  Round result bets will be deemed losers.

8.7.8.5 Intentional Foul
If  an intentional foul causes an injury and the injury results in the fight being stopped in a later
round, the injured boxer will  win by technical decision if  he is ahead on the score cards.  If  the
injured boxer is  behind or even on the scorecards the bout will  be declared a draw for betting
purposes.

8.7.9 Knockdowns

For settlement purposes, a knockdown is defined as a fighter being KO'd or receiving a mandatory
eight count.  Anything deemed a slip by the referee will not count.

8.7.10 Tournaments

8.7.10.1 Match Bets
Match bets will be settled on the result announced in the ring.  If any result is announced incorrectly
at ringside but subsequently corrected then bets will be settled on the correct winner.



8.7.10.2 Tournament winner
Bets will be settled on the winning boxer who lifts the trophy.  If a substitute is introduced during the
tournament all  outright winner bets will  stand and an outright price will  be quoted for the new
boxer.   All  outright bets on boxers  who withdraw during  the tournament  due to injury  or  cuts
(having fought on the card) will be deemed losing bets.

8.7.10.3 Non starter
Tournament winner bets will be made void and refunded on any named boxer who does not start
the tournament.  This rule does not apply to the reserve fighters.

8.7.10.4 Reserve fighters
Reserve fighters will be listed for all tournaments.  This is priced on a compete or not basis and all
bets on this selection will stand whether or not a reserve fighter competes.

9 Cricket

9.1 Results

All  tournament  and  match  markets  will  be  settled  on  the  official  tournament  results/match
scorecards listed on ICC website.  If there is no result available, then the website www.cricinfo.com
will be used for settlement purposes.

A batsman that retires from an innings will not be considered as a wicket for settlement purposes.

If the concussion rule is activated in a Cricket Australia sanctioned match while a player is batting, all
markets  relating to that  player  will  be  settled based on that  player  being  'retired hurt'.   If  the
concussion rule is activated prior to that player batting or bowling, any bets on the player will be
made void and bets refunded except where the bet is part of a multibet where it will be recalculated
excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

The  term  “the  innings  reaching  its  natural  conclusion”  refers  to  an  innings  that  has  not  been
completed due to external factors such as rain or bad light.  A team being bowled out or declaring is
considered to be reaching its natural conclusion.

9.2 Abandoned or Postponed Matches

A match must be played within three calendar days of the originally scheduled start time for bets to
stand.  If a match doesn't take place for whatever reason within this period, bets will be made void
and refunded.

9.3 Early Finish

If a match or innings is finished early due to external factors and there is no further play, any bets
placed on any in play markets once play has been curtailed will be made void and refunded.  Any
pre-match bets placed will  be settled in accordance with our relevant rules for the market.  If a
match venue is changed then bets will stand provided the home team is still designated as such.



9.4 Limited Overs Matches

Match bets will be settled according to the winner determined by official competition rules including
where matches are shortened due to adverse weather conditions or decided a bowl off.   If  the
winner is determined by the toss of a coin or the drawing of lots, all match bets will be made void
and refunded.

If the match is tied and the official competition rules do not determine a winner, dead heat rules will
apply to bets on the outright result unless the outcome is settled by a bowl off or super over, in
which case the result of the bowl off or super over will stand for match betting.  If the winner is
determined by  the toss  of  a  coin  or  the drawing of  lots,  all  match bets will  be  made void and
refunded.

9.5 Test Matches & County Championship Matches

If a match is abandoned due to weather before a ball has been bowled then all bets will be made
void and refunded.

If a match is abandoned for any reason other than weather then bets on the outright result will be
made void and refunded.

If a match ends in a tie, the draw would be deemed a loser and dead heat rules will apply to bets on
the other selections for the outright result.

If either side forfeits their first innings then all bets specifically relating to the first innings will be
made void and refunded.

9.6 Sheffield Shield Matches

If a match where we did not offer a price for the draw ends in a draw then bets will be settled on the
team that has the most points awarded to them in the match.  Should the number of points awarded
to each team be equal, bets will be made void and refunded.

9.7 Series Betting

When the full number of scheduled matches is not played then we reserve the right to void any
speciality markets relating to the series as a whole.

9.8 Team Total Runs

In matches where we offer betting on the Team Total Runs for both teams then all bets placed on
the second innings runs will stand regardless of the score achieved by the side batting first, provided
neither teams innings is reduced by more than 20% when the bet was struck.

If a team's innings in a test match or county championship match lasts less than sixty overs due to
external factors then bets on this market will be made void and refunded.  This does not apply if the
innings has reached its natural conclusion (e.g. due to a bowl out or declaration.)

For limited overs matches, this market will be settled on the final score achieved by the batting side
including any extras or penalty runs awarded during the innings. Should there be a reduction in the
scheduled overs then settlement will still apply provided the reduction is no more than 20% of the
entire innings allocation at the time the bet was struck, including any overs the team has already



faced.  Should the reduction be greater than 20% then all bets shall be void regardless of the final
total made by the team.  If a team is due to face less than 10 overs, then all bets will be made void
and refunded should there be any reduction in overs.

9.9 Top Team Batsman / Runscorer (Series)

If a player does not participate in the series, bets placed on that player will stand.  If players score
the same number of runs then dead heat rules will apply.

9.10 Top Team Batsman / Runscorer (Match)

Depending on the type of match the following minimum overs must be bowled in that team's innings
for bets to stand:

 Test Matches - 50 overs
 County Championship - 50 overs
 50 over match - 25 overs
 40 over match - 20 overs
 20 over match - 10 overs

Bets will stand if the innings reaches its natural conclusion in less than the above requirement.  Bets
placed on any player not named in the starting eleven are void.

Players named in the starting eleven that do not bat are deemed to have taken part and bets on any
such players are losers.

If players score the same number of runs then dead-heat rules will apply.

For Limited overs matches – Should the winner already be unequivocally decided even if the innings
were to be played out to its natural conclusion, the market will be settled as normal despite any
reduction in overs bowled.

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

9.11 Batsman Match Bets

These markets will be settled on the number of runs scored.  If any of the players named in the
market are not named in the starting XI then the market will be made void and refunded. Bets stand
even if a batsman does not reach the crease but is named in the starting XI.  Dead heat rules will
apply if two or more of the named batsmen score the same number of runs (such number of runs
being higher than the number of runs scored by each other batsman named in the market).

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

9.12 Top Team Bowler / Wicket Taker (Series)

If a player does not take part in the series, bets placed on that player will stand.  In the event of
players taking the same number of wickets, dead-heat rules will apply.

9.13 Top Team Bowler / Wicket Taker (Match)

Depending on the type of match the following minimum overs must be bowled in that teams innings
for bets to stand:



 Test Matches – 50 overs
 County Championship – 50 overs
 50 over match – 25 overs
 40 over match – 20 overs
 20 over match – 15 overs

Bets will stand if the innings reaches its natural conclusion in less than the above requirement. Bets
placed on a player not named in the starting eleven are made void and refunded.

Players named in the starting eleven that do not bowl are deemed to have taken part and bets on
any such players are losers.

In the event of players taking the same number of wickets, dead-heat rules apply.  When no wickets
are taken the market will be made void and all bets refunded.

See section  9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor  substitution rules.   Rules apply unless the player
replaced at the Halfway Point of the innings, and has already bowled at least one over; they will be
deemed to have taken part and will be settled accordingly.

9.14 Bowler Match Bets

Unless  otherwise  stated  these  markets  will  be  settled  on  the  number  of  wickets  taken.   All
participants in the match bet must bowl at least one ball for bets to stand.  In the event of players
taking the same number of wickets dead-heat rules apply.

9.15 Player Batting Markets (Over/Under)

These markets include

 Player Runs (Over/Under)
 Player Alternate Runs (Over/Under)
 Player Fours (Over/Under)
 Player Sixes (Over/Under)

Markets are settled on the players final score, regardless of any reduction in overs. 

At least one ball must be bowled while a batsman is at the crease (facing or not) for bets to stand.  If
the batsman finishes the innings not out as a result of a declaration, the team reaching the end of its
allotted overs or the team reaching its target, the player’s “not out” score will count for settlement
purposes.

If a player, named in the starting 11 does not bat, bets on that player stand.  If a batsman is not in
the starting 11, bets on that batsman will be made void and refunded.

If a batsman retires hurt but returns later, the total runs scored by that batsman in the innings will
count for settlement purposes.  If the batsman does not return later, the final result, for settlement
purposes, will be as it stood when the batsman retired.



9.16 Player to Hit a Six

Bets on this market will stand if the player is included in the starting eleven, regardless of whether
the player reaches the crease or not.  Bets placed on any player not named in the starting eleven are
made void and refunded.

Players running six do not count for this market.

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

9.17 Player Batting Markets (Scoring)

These markets include but are not limited to

 Players scores 10
 Players scores 20
 Players scores 25
 Players scores 50
 Players scores 100

Markets will be settled if the players are included in the starting eleven regardless of whether the
player reaches the crease.  If the player is not in the starting 11, bets on that batsman will be made
void and refunded.

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

9.18 Player to take an amount of wickets

These markets include but are not limited to

 Player takes 1 wicket
 Player takes 2 wickets
 Player takes 5 wickets

Markets will be settled if the players are included in the starting eleven regardless of whether the
player bowls or not.

If  the player is not included in the starting eleven, all  bets on the player will  be made void and
refunded.

Players taking a wicket via a runout or stumping do not count for this market. Players must take a
wicket via an act of bowling.

9.19 Next Man Out

Should no further wickets be taken in the innings then all bets on the market will be made void and
refunded.  If  either of the batsmen retires hurt then bets on this market will  be made void and
refunded.



9.20 Session Betting

There are three sessions per day in Test Cricket.  The first session is from the start of play in the
morning until lunch is called.  The second session is from lunch until tea is called.  The third session is
from tea until the close of play.

In Day/Night Test matches, the first session is from the start of play until tea is called.  The second
session is from tea until dinner is called.  The third session is from dinner until the close of play.

9.20.1 Number of Runs Per Session

The result of this market is determined by the total number of runs scored in the course of the
session regardless of which team(s) has scored the runs.  If there is a change of innings during the
session it is the combined number of runs scored during the session is the result.

Extras (wides, no-balls, byes and leg byes) do count towards the number of runs scored.

If  less than 20 overs are bowled in any Session then bets on the number of runs scored in that
session will be made void and refunded.

9.20.2 Number of Wickets Per Session

Settled on the total number of wickets lost in the session regardless of which team loses them.  If
less than 20 overs are bowled in the session then all  bets on the market shall  be void.  Players
retiring out/hurt do not count as wickets.

9.21 Runs Per Specified Number of Overs

These markets include but are not limited to

 Runs scored in the first 15 overs
 Runs scored in the first 25 overs

The full number of specified overs must be played for bets to stand, unless the innings has reached
its natural conclusion or further play cannot affect the result.  Any change in fielding restrictions due
to a reduction in scheduled overs will not affect the settlement of this market.

9.22 Highest Score First 5/10/15 Overs

If either team’s innings in a limited overs match is reduced due to external factors then bets on this
market  will  be  made  void  and  refunded  unless  the  result  was  already  determined  before  any
reduction in overs was announced.

Bets will stand if the innings is shortened due to it reaching its natural conclusion.  In the event of a
tie, the dead-heat rules apply.

9.23 Highest Opening Partnership

For Limited Overs Matches,  bets  on this  market  will  stand regardless  of  any  reduction in  overs
providing at least one over is completed in each inning.



In a four-innings match, there can be a market for the first innings and second innings from each
team.

In the event of a tie, then the 'tie' selection is the winner and all other bets are losing bets.  If we do
not offer a tie selection then all bets will be settled according to the dead heat rules.

In the event of a batsman retiring hurt, this market will be settled at the score when the first wicket
falls.

9.24 Method of Dismissal

Should no further wickets be taken in the innings then bets on this market will be made void and
refunded.  In the event of a batsman retiring hurt then bets will be settled on the next wicket to fall.

Where ‘caught and bowled’ is not offered as a selection, the wicket will be resulted as ‘caught’.

9.25 Team to hit the most sixes

The team that scores the most sixes is the winner.  Bets stand regardless of how many overs are
bowled including a reduction of the number of overs.

Bets will stand if either innings is shortened due to it reaching its natural conclusion.

9.26 Specified Over Bets

9.26.1 : Over/Under and Odd/Even Runs

Each index of this market will be settled on the total number of runs achieved in the over, including
any extras awarded.  In the event of an over not being completed, all bets on that particular index
shall be void.  This does not apply if the innings reaches it's natural conclusion e.g. declaration, team
all out, etc.

9.26.2 How many Fours

This is for a boundary four to be hit in the named over.  The runs must come off the bat.  Players
running four  and boundaries  which are counted as extras do not  count for  this  market.   If  the
nominated over does not commence all bets will be made void and refunded.

9.26.3 Hitting a Six 

This is for a Six to be hit in the named over.  The runs must come off the bat. Players running six and
boundaries which are counted as extras do not count for this market.  If the nominated over does
not commence all bets will be made void and refunded.  If the nominated over is not complete, all
bets on that shall be made void and refunded if the inning has reached its natural conclusion.

9.27 Over/Under Total Match Sixes/Fours

If  either  team’s  innings  in  a  limited-overs  match  is  reduced  by  more  than  20% of  the  original
allocation of overs then all bets on this market shall be made void and refunded regardless of how
many sixes/fours are hit prior to or after any announced reduction in overs.  Bets will stand if either
innings is shortened due to it reaching its natural conclusion.



9.28 Team leading after First innings

When the  team batting second facing less than 20 overs in their innings for any reason other than
the innings reaching its natural conclusion then all bets on this market shall be made void.  In the
event of a tie, dead heat rules apply.

9.29 First Ball of the Match

This market will be settled on the outcome of the first completed delivery, excluding any deliveries
declared as dead ball.  In limited overs cricket this market will be resulted on the first ball of the
match regardless of any reductions in overs providing it is bowled.

If two events take place on the first delivery (eg. A No Ball and 1 Run), then dead heat rules will
apply between the two selections.  If a ‘No Ball’ is bowled and no runs/byes are scored, ‘No Ball’ will
be the winner, and dot ball will be a loser.

9.30 Team of Top Batsman

For Test Matches and County Championship Matches, this market will be settled on the overall top
score achieved for the following markets.

 First innings of each side
 Second innings of each side
 Combined first and second innings

If one side does not bat a second innings all bets stand.

Should either side face less than their allocated overs at the time the bet is placed in the first innings
for any reason other than the innings reaching its natural conclusion (declaration, team all out) then
all bets on this market shall be void.  For limited overs matches, all bets shall be void should there be
any reduction to either side’s innings before or after the commencement of play.

9.31 Total Match Runouts

If  either team’s innings in a limited overs match is  reduced by more than 20% of the originally
scheduled number of overs then all bets on this market will be made void and refunded void, except
for markets where the outcome has already been determined. 

Bets will stand if either innings is shortened due to it reaching its natural conclusion.

9.32 Max Runs in an Over - 1st Innings

This market will be settled on the greatest number of runs scored (including any extras) in any one
over of  the first  innings.   Bets will  be made void and refunded if  there is  any reduction in the
scheduled number of overs before the commencement of play.



9.33 Fall of Next Team Wicket

Bets will be settled on the score at the fall of the next wicket, regardless of any reduction in overs.
At least one ball must be bowled while a batsman is at the crease (facing or not) for bets to stand.

If the batting team reaches the end of its allotted overs, reaches its target, innings is curtailed due to
external factors or declares before the specified wicket falls, the next team wicket will be deemed to
have fallen for the total score achieved by the batting side.  A batsman retiring hurt does not count
as a wicket.

9.34 Team Wickets Lost

In a limited overs match this market will be settled on the number of wickets lost by the team in
their innings.  Should the innings be shortened due to any reason other than it reaching its natural
conclusion then all markets where the outcome has already been determined will be settled while all
others shall be made void and refunded.

9.35 Highest Score After First Over

For Limited Overs Matches, bets will be settled regardless of any reductions in overs providing the
first over of each innings is completed.

9.36 Team Total Match Sixes/Fours

Bets in this market shall be made void and refunded if there is a reduction in the scheduled number
of  overs  in  the  innings  of  the  team  except  for  markets  where  the  outcome  has  already  been
determined before the reduction in overs is announced.

9.37 Century/50 In Match

Market is settled on if an individual scores a century/50 in the match. Bets in this market shall be
made void and refunded if there is a reduction in the scheduled number of overs in the innings of
the team except for markets where the outcome has already been determined before the reduction
in overs is announced.

9.38 Most Run Outs

If either side loses more than 20% of their scheduled number of overs due to external factors except
where the outcome has already been determined before the reduction in overs is announced.

9.39 Bowler Match Wickets

This market will be settled for any bowler named in the starting eleven regardless of the number of
overs they bowl provided the overs of the batting side are not reduced by any more than 10% of
their initial allocation unless the market has been unequivocally decided prior to any reduction in
overs being announced.

9.40 Extras in an Innings

Bets in this market will be made void and refunded if the scheduled number of overs in the innings is
reduced by more than 10%.



9.41 Highest Series Single Innings Score

This market will be settled on which team scores the highest score in a single innings of the series.  In
the event of a tie, dead-heat rules apply.

9.42 Century/Half Century Innings

Any player scoring a 50/100 in the course of the innings is a winning bet.

Depending on the type of match, the following minimum overs must be bowled for that team’s
innings for bets to stand:

 T20 matches – At least 16 overs for each team
 50 Over Matches – at least 40 overs for each team.

Bets will stand if the innings reaches its natural conclusion in less than the number of overs stated.

9.43 Player Performance Markets

Points will be awarded to the player in the following manner:

 1 point per run scored with the bat
 10 points per catch taken in the field
 20 points per wicket taken with the ball
 25 points per stumping carried out by the wicket keeper

In test matches, a ball must be bowled in the third innings of the match for bets to stand.  For limited
overs matches, all bets shall be made void and refunded if there is any reduction in the scheduled
number of overs to either side’s innings before or after the commencement of play,  unless this
reduction is caused by the innings reaching its natural conclusion (as opposed to external factors)
except  where  the  outcome  has  already  been  determined  before  the  reduction  in  overs  is
announced.

See section  9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X  Factor  substitution rules  Rules  apply unless the player
replaced at the Halfway Point of the innings, and has already bowled at least one over; they will be
deemed to have taken part and will be settled accordingly.

9.44 First Innings Margin

This market will be settled on the difference between the teams total runs scored in the 1st Innings
of the test match.  If a team's innings lasts less than sixty overs due to external factors then bets on
this market will be made void and refunded.  This does not apply if these innings have reached their
natural conclusion.

9.45 1st/2nd Innings Bowled Out

If the team in question lose all their wickets inside the allotted overs this is a winning bet.  If a player
retires hurt, and all other wickets are lost, the innings will be determined to be bowled out.  Bets will
be lost if the team is not out after the innings.  If there is any reduction in the scheduled number of
overs, except for the innings reaching its natural conclusion, then all bets on the market shall be
made void and refunded.



9.46 First Man Out

Should the opening batsman for the specified team differ from the selections offered in the market,
bets will be made void and refunded.  If no wicket falls in the innings, all bets will be made void and
refunded.

9.47 Margin betting

If the match is tied and goes to a super over, the market will be settled as a tie.  Bets in this market
will be made void and refunded if the scheduled number of overs in the innings for either team is
reduced by more than 10%.

9.48 Six and Out

Market will be settled on if a player hits a “six” and also takes a wicket. Players named in the starting
eleven that do not bat/bowl are deemed to have taken part and bets on any such players are losing
bets.  Bets placed on any player not named in the starting eleven are made void and refunded.  If the
innings is shortened due to any reason other than it reaching its natural conclusion then all bets will
be made void and refunded except where the outcome has already been determined before the
reduction in overs is announced.  When a game goes to a super over, any sixes or wickets hit/taken
during this period do not count for settlement.

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

9.49 Highest 5 Over period

If either team's innings in a limited overs match is reduced due to external factors then bets on this
market will be made void and refunded.

For Limited overs matches, if the outcome has already been determined before the reduction in
overs is announced the market will be settled as normal.

9.50 Runs Scored at loss of the fourth wickets

This Market will settled on the total number of runs scored at the fall of the fourth wicket.  If the
fourth wicket doesn't fall market will be settled on the score at the end of the innings.

9.51 Win the Match/Top Team Runscorer Double

Depending on the type of match, the following minimum overs must be bowled for that team’s
innings for bets to stand:

 Test Matches - 50 overs
 County Championship - 50 overs
 50 over match - 25 overs
 40 over match - 20 overs
 20 over match – 10 overs

Bets will stand if the innings reaches its natural conclusion in less than the number of overs stated.

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules



9.52 Player of the Match

Market will be settled on the official Player of the Match awarded at the post match presentation.
Should more than one player be awarded player of the match dead-heat rules apply.  Bets on players
not in the starting eleven will be made void and refunded.

See section  9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X  Factor  substitution rules  Rules  apply unless the player
replaced at the Halfway Point of the innings, and has already bowled at least one over; they will be
deemed to have taken part and will be settled accordingly.

9.53 Opening Race to Ten Runs

Bets stand unless either of the listed players do not open the batting, then all bets are made void
and refunded.  Bets stand, regardless of which of the listed players faces the 1st ball.  If  neither
player  reaches 10 runs then the option Neither is  the winner.   In weather affected matches,  if
neither  of  the  batsmen reaches  10  runs  and  either  are  Not-Out  then  bets  are  made  void  and
refunded.  If neither of the batsmen reaches 10 runs and both are Out then Neither is the winning
option.

9.54 Team to hit the most Fours

There are two types of market.

 Team to hit the most fours
 Team to hit the most fours and win the match

If either side loses more than 20% of their scheduled number of overs due to external factors except
where the outcome has already been determined before the reduction in overs is announced.

If  either  team’s  innings  in  a  limited  overs  match  is  reduced  by  more  than  20% of  the  original
allocation of overs then all bets on this market shall be made void and refunded regardless of how
many fours are hit before the reduction in overs is announced.  Bets will stand if either innings is
shortened due to it reaching its natural conclusion.

9.55 Top Series Wicket Taker

If a player does not take part in the series, bets placed on that player will stand.  In the event of
players taking the same number of wickets dead heat rules will apply.  Bets are All-In.

9.56 Top Series Runscorer

If a player does not take part in the series, bets placed on that player will stand.  If players score the
same number of runs then dead heat rules will apply.  Bets are All-In.

9.57 Total Match Boundaries

If  either  team’s  innings  in  a  limited-overs  match  is  reduced  by  more  than  20% of  the  original
allocation of overs then all bets on this market shall be made void and refunded regardless of how
many fours are hit before the reduction in overs is announced.  Bets will stand if either innings is
shortened due to it reaching its natural conclusion.



Players running four or more do not count for this market.

9.58 Direction of First Boundary

Market settled on the direction of the first boundary that comes off the bat (given as runs to the
batsman.)

9.59 Wickets Lost After "x" Overs

This market is settled on how many wickets have been lost at the overs stated in the index.  If the
game reaches a natural conclusion without reaching the number of overs named in the index then
all  bets will  be settled on the number of wickets lost  at the end of the inning.   If  the inning is
shortened for any reason other than reaching its natural conclusion then all bets will be made void
and refunded except where the outcome has already been determined before the reduction in overs
is announced.

9.60 Top Match Batsman

Based on the type of match the following minimum overs must be bowled in both innings for bets to
stand:

 50 over match - 25 overs
 20 over match - 10 overs

Bets will stand if the innings reaches its natural conclusion in less than the number of overs stated.
Bets placed on any player not named in the starting eleven are made void and refunded.

Players named in the starting eleven that do not bat are deemed to have taken part and bets on any
such players are losing bets.

If players score the same number of runs then dead-heat rules apply.

For Limited overs matches – Should the winner already be unequivocally decided even if the innings
were to be played out to its natural conclusion, the market will be settled as normal despite any
reduction in overs.

See section 9.61Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

9.61 Twenty20 Big Bash – X Factor substitution rules

Any Player named as an ‘X-Factor Player’ that is subbed into a match at the Halfway point of the first
innings, will be deemed to have taken part in the match; and will be settled as an active participant
in the final eleven.

If a Player is replaced at the Halfway point of the first innings, they will be deemed to have not been
part of the final eleven – and bets will be made void and refunded.



9.62 Additional overs

In a limited-overs match that employs a Super Over (or another such method) to determine the
winner of  a match in the event of  a  tie,  runs scored in the Super over are not included in the
settlement of any runscorer or wicket-taker markets including but limited to Batsmen Total Runs,
Team Total Runs, Top Team Runscorer, Batsmen match bets, Top Team Bowler.

In addition to this, any fours or sixes hit in a Super Over will not be included in the Settlement of
scoring  bets  including  but  not  limited  to  Team  to  score  most  fours/sixes,  Total  number  of
fours/sixes, Team Total fours/sixes, or Player fours/sixes markets.

10 Darts

10.1 Results

Official match sheets will be used for settlement purposes.

10.2 Match does not complete

In the event of a match starting but not being completed, the player progressing to the next round
will be deemed the winner or in the final, the player declared the winner.

10.3 Postponed Match

Should a match be postponed, bets will stand for one calendar day.  If the contest doesn't take place
for whatever reason within this period, bets will be made void and refunded.  Affected MultiBets will
be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

10.4 Leg changes

If the advertised number of legs or sets in a match is altered, then any markets will be made void
and refunded except where the outcome has already been determined.  Match betting will  also
stand so long as the match was decided by competitive play and not by default or walkover.

10.5 Individual Player Averages

All bets are made void and refunded if the match is not completed.

10.6 First/Final Leg Winning Double

Both legs must be completed for bets to stand.

10.7 Doubles and/or Triples

Where these bets involve these markets each of the aspects of the bet must have been won outright
for the bet to be a winner.

 Highest Checkout
 Most 180s
 Win/Lose Match

The bet will be deemed unsuccessful if: the selected player’s highest checkout is the same as his/her
opponent, the selected player scores the same number of 180s as his/her opponent and/or the
match is tied.



10.8 Highest Checkout

If the match is not completed then all bets are made void and refunded.  In markets where a Tie
option is not offered players all bets are made void and refunded.

10.9 Futures/Outrights

Settled on official results.  Should the event be postponed for longer than 7 days all bets will be
made  void  and  refunded.   Should  the  number  of  rounds/stages  of  the  event  be  significantly
shortened/changed or the location of the event is changed all bets will be made void and refunded.

11 Handball

11.1 Results

The settlement of the markets for each match is based on the results provided by the organising
body.

11.2 Postponed Match

Should a match be postponed, bets will stand for two calendar days.  If the match doesn't take place
for whatever reason within this period, bets will be made void and refunded.  Affected MultiBets will
be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

11.3 Overtime

If Overtime is played it will not count for any markets unless otherwise stated in the market.

12 Golf

12.1 Results

All markets will be settled on result as posted by official tour site on the day, after the event.  Any
subsequent disqualification or amendment of the results will be ignored for settlement purposes.

12.2 Abandoned, Postponed and Shortened Events

12.2.1 Shortened

Should a tournament be shortened, or otherwise affected due to weather conditions the trophy
presentation will govern settlement, including tournament groups, matches, place only, top 10 and
all other 72-hole markets provided at least 36 holes of the event have been completed.  Events with
a number of holes other than 72 require 50% of the holes completed for bets to stand.

Should 36 holes not be completed then all bets on that event will be made void and refunded except
markets that have already been determined.

12.2.2 Postponed Matches

In the event of a postponed event, all bets stand.  Should there be no further play after a bet is
struck that bet will be void.



12.2.3 Abandoned Matches

If the match has started and is subsequently abandoned markets will be settled on the official result.
Where  no  official  result  is  declared  bets  will  be  made  void  and  refunded.   MultiBets  will  be
recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

12.3 Outright betting

When more than one player shares the same lowest score in a tournament and there is no play-off,
win and place bets are settled by the normal dead heat method outlined in the 'settlement of bets'
section.

In the event of a playoff, the result of the play-off will determine the winner of the tournament only.
Even if three or more contestants take part a playoff has the sole purpose of deciding the winner of
the tournament and the relative finishing positions of unsuccessful contestants is not affected.

Dead-heat rules apply for outright winner and each-way betting.

Any players who withdraw after they have completed 3 holes or more are considered as players and
are therefore losers.  When a bet is placed between rounds and the selected player withdraws and
takes no further part in the event the bet is made void and refunded.

12.4 Tournament group betting & tournament match betting

In Tournament group betting the winner will be the player in the group with the highest placing at
the end of the tournament.  Players missing the cut will be eliminated.  If all listed players in the
group miss the cut the player with the lowest score at the cut will be deemed the winner.

Players must complete 3 holes or more for bets to stand.

In Tournament match betting the winner will be the player with the highest placing at the end of the
tournament.  If both players miss the cut, then the one with the lowest score will be deemed the
winner.  If a player withdraws or is disqualified after making the cut, when his opponent has already
missed the cut, the withdrawn/disqualified player is deemed the winner.  If a player withdraws or is
disqualified before the cut is made the other player is deemed the winner

If there is a tie in tournament groups, dead heat rules apply.  If there is a tie in tournament match
bets are made void and refunded.  If a listed player is withdrawn before the first round then the
market will be void.  If a listed player is withdrawn/disqualified prior to both players teeing off in the
event then that match is void.

12.5 2 ball/3 ball betting

In 2/3 ball betting the winner will be the player in the pairing or group with the lowest score over 18
holes.  If a player in the 2/3 ball does not tee-off all bets in that 2/3 ball are void.   However should a
player retire during the round, the player will be deemed to have played.  If a 2/3 ball is rearranged
all bets in that 2/3 ball will stand as per original pairings/groups.

If a player posts a score but is later disqualified, all bets will be settled on the score that the player
initially  signs  for  that  round.   The  signing  of  the  card  is  deemed as  the  score  and  subsequent
disqualification or amendment of result will be ignored for settlement purposes.



Odds for a tie are offered in 2 ball betting, therefore in the event of a tie bets on both players are
losers and bets on the tie are winners.  Dead-heat rules apply in the event of a tie in 3 ball betting.

Any tournament that applies  the Stableford scoring system, the highest  point  scorer  during the
round will be deemed the winner.  Players must complete 3 holes or more for bets to stand.

12.6 Mythical 2-balls, 4-balls, 6-balls

In 'mythical 2/4/6 ball' betting the player/group with the lowest score over 18 holes is the winner.
Should a player in the 2/4/6 ball not tee-off all bets in that 2/4/6 ball are void.  However, a player
that starts the round but withdraws or is disqualified during any part of the round the player (or
group in the case of 4 balls and 6 balls) is deemed to be a loser.

If a player posts a score but is later disqualified, all bets will be settled on the score that the player
initially  posts  for  that  round.   The signing  of  the card  is  deemed as  the score  and  subsequent
disqualification or amendment of result will be ignored for settlement purposes.

Odds for a tie are offered in mythical 2/4/6 ball betting; therefore, in the event of a tie bets on both
players/groups are losers and bets on the tie are winners.

Players must complete 3 holes or more for bets to stand.

12.7 To make/miss the cut

Bets on players to make/miss the cut will be settled on the official result posted on the tour sites.
Players who are disqualified or withdraw before they complete 36 holes are deemed to have missed
the cut.

PGA Tour: any player who makes the cut or the modified cut (MDF) will be settled as having made
the cut (according to the pgatour.com leader board.)  Should the number of holes required to be
completed before the cut not be completed then all bets on this market will be  made void and
refunded

Players who are disqualified or withdraw subsequent to posting a score equal to or better than the
official cut mark (after they have completed the required number of holes) will be deemed to have
made the cut.  Players must complete 3 holes or more for bets to stand.

12.8 Enhanced win only prices

When more than one player shares the same lowest score in a tournament and there is no play off,
win bets are settled by dead-heat rules.  In the event of a play-off the result of the play-off will
determine the winner of the tournament only.  If three or more contestants take part in a play off it
has the sole purpose of deciding the winner of the tournament and the relative finishing positions of
unsuccessful contestants is not affected.

12.9 Mythical Ryder Cup pairings

Players must play 36 holes.  If  a player misses the cut bets on that pairing are deemed a loser,
otherwise If more players in a pairing make the cut than the other pairing, then they are deemed
winners.



If a player is disqualified after 36 holes bets on that pairing are a loser, if a player is disqualified after
36  holes  from both  pairings,  bet  settled  as  a  tournament  match bet  between the remaining  2
players.

If a player withdraws after 36 holes bets on that pairing are deemed a loser, if a player withdraws
after 36 holes from both pairings, bet settled as a tournament match bet between the remaining 2
players.  Pairing with lowest combined score are deemed winners.

12.10 Finishing positions

Finishing position is decided by result posted by the governing body of that tournament.  If a player
is disqualified, retires injured or withdraws they will be deemed to have finished last.  Should 36
holes not be completed then all bets on this market will be made void and refunded  Players must
complete 3 holes or more for bets to stand.

12.11 Place Only/Top 10 Finish/Top 20 Finish

Dead-Heat rules apply.

12.12 36-hole 3 ball betting

If a player begins the 1st round but withdraws or is disqualified at any time during the two rounds of
the 3-ball he is deemed to be a loser.  If a player posts a score for the second round of the 3-ball but
subsequently withdraws or is disqualified, all bets will be settled on the score that the player initially
posts for the two rounds.

12.13 72-hole handicap betting

Any player that misses the cut is deemed a loser.  For result, take handicap away from players final
score.  Should the tournament be reduced to 36 holes or less then all bets on this market will be
made void  and refunded.   Any player  disqualified or  withdrawn during  the tournament  will  be
deemed a loser.

12.14 6 Pack betting

Bets on any player in a six pack who does not start that round will be made void and refunded.
However, should a player withdraw or be disqualified during the round he will be deemed to have
played.  Players must complete 3 holes or more for bets to stand.

12.15 Matchplay

Matches must be completed for bets to stand.

12.16 Team Matchplay Events

If the original structure/format of an event changes after the tournament starts we reserve the right
to make markets void and refund bets.

12.17 Win with 5 place cover

Price offered is for the golfer to win the tournament.  If the golfer fails to win but finishes in the top
5, including ties, the bet stake is returned.



Should a tournament be shortened, or otherwise affected due to weather conditions the trophy
presentation will govern settlement provided at least 36 holes of the event have been completed.

Should 36 holes not be completed then Win with 5 cover bets on that event will be made void and
refunded.  Any players who withdraw after they have teed-off are considered as players and are
therefore losers.

When more than one player shares the same lowest score in a tournament and there is no play-off,
win and place bets are settled by the normal dead heat method outlined in the 'settlement of bets'
section. In the event of a tie/draw/dead heat where no 'draw' option was offered by Apple iSports
on such outcome, dead-heat rules apply

12.18 Total Majors won/ To win a Major

Player must play all four majors for bets to stand.  Dead-heat rules apply.

13 Hockey – Field

13.1 Results

The settlement of the markets for each match is based on the results provided by the relevant
organising body.  Overtime (including any subsequent shootout) will only count for 2-Way Match
Betting.  All other markets will be settled according to the result at the end of the regular time.

13.2 Abandoned Matches

Should a match be abandoned all markets will be made void and refunded  except markets that
have already been determined.

13.3 Postponed Matches

If a game is postponed and rescheduled to occur within two calendar days of the original start time
at the same venue, all wagers stand.  Beyond two calendar days, all bets will be made void and
refunded.  Affected MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that leg at the original bet stake.  No
refund is payable.

13.4 Cancelled Matches

In the event of a match not taking place or is cancelled, bets are made void and refunded.

14 Ice Hockey -  European & IIHF

14.1 Results

All settlements are based on results and statistics provided by the relevant league's governing body.
Overtime (including any subsequent shootout) will only count for 2-Way Match Betting.  All other
markets will be settled according to the result at the end of regular time.

14.2 Cancelled games

If a game does not take place or is cancelled, bets on the game are made void and bets refunded.

14.3 Postponed & Incomplete games

Where  a  game  is  incomplete  or  postponed  and  subsequently  resumed,  or  played  within  two
calendar days of the original scheduled game start time, all wagers for that game stand.  Beyond



two calendar days, all bets will be made void and refunded except for markets that have already
been determined.

Affected MultiBets will be  recalculated excluding that leg at the original bet stake.  No refund is
payable.

Should a match be abandoned all bet will be made void and refunded except for markets that have
already been determined.

14.4 Pick the Score

Based on the score at the end of normal time.  Any extra time, an extension of normal time, is not
included.

14.5 Grand Slam Betting

All of the day's games set down for decision must reach their official conclusion.  Otherwise, bets
are made void and.  Affected MultiBets will be  recalculated excluding that leg at the original bet
stake.  No refund is payable.

14.6 Medal Events

Including but not limited to Summer/Winter Games, Championship Events, and Commonwealth
championship events.

Podium/Dias positions determine the standing for the settlement of wagers.  Apple iSports does not
recognise overturned decisions for betting purposes.

14.7 Period Markets

Settled on the exact score of the specified period.  For settlement purposes the 3rd period does not
include any overtime played.  Dead heat rules apply.

14.8 Double Result

Settled on the score of the game at the end of the 1st and 3rd Periods.

14.9 Race to xth Goal

The winner will be the team to achieve the number of specified goals first.

14.10 Number of Goals/Total Goals Odd/Even

Includes overtime for settlement purposes.

15 Ice Hockey -  NHL/American Ice Hockey

15.1 Results

All settlements are based on results and statistics provided by the relevant league's governing body.
www.nhl.com

Overtime (including any subsequent shootout), counts for all markets unless stated otherwise.



When the draw option is included, payouts are based on the score at the end of normal time.  In
handicap and totals betting, extra time is included.

15.2 Cancelled games

If a game does not take place or is cancelled, bets on the game are made void and bets refunded.

15.3 Postponed & Incomplete games

Where  a  game  is  incomplete  or  postponed  and  subsequently  resumed,  or  played  within  two
calendar days of the original scheduled game start time, all wagers for that game stand.  Beyond
two calendar days, all bets will be made void and refunded except for markets that have already
been determined

Affected MultiBets will be  recalculated excluding that leg at the original bet stake.  No refund is
payable.

15.4 Game Total Over/Under

All betting includes overtime and penalty shootouts.  Penalty shoot-outs equate to a value of 1.

15.5 Money line

At least 15 minutes of official time must elapse in the third period for bets to stand.

15.6 60 minute markets

Are settled on 60 minutes of play.  Overtime and shootout goals are not included.

15.7 65 minute markets

Are inclusive of all overtime and shootout goals where applicable, and the one goal rule applies to
these markets.

15.8 First Goalscorer/Anytime Goalscorer

Overtime counts for these markets.  Goals scored in a penalty shoot-out do not count.  In the event
of an abandoned game, bets stand on scores that have taken place already.

15.9 Grand salami

The total number of goals in all of an evenings matches including overtime.  In the event of a match
not being played or not being deemed a result then all bets are made void and refunded.

15.10 Game totals/period totals/team totals/odd&even

The full game total result is the combined goals for both teams inclusive of overtime and shootouts.
At least 15 minutes of official time must elapse in the third period for bets to stand, except markets
that have already been determined.  

Period goals only apply to that specific period and the entire period must be played.  Dead heat rule
applies.  For third period lines, overtime does not count.  Home/Away total goals markets includes
overtime for settlement purposes.



15.11 Player bets

The player must start for bets to stand.  Overtime counts for all player markets, except for those
that are based on specific periods of play.  At least 15 minutes of official time must elapse in the
third period for bets to stand.

15.12 Outright market

Includes playoffs where applicable.

15.1 Double Result

Settled on the score of the game at the end of the 1st and 3rd Periods.

15.2 Team to Score xth Goal

The winner will be the team to score the specified goal number first.  This market does not include
overtime or shootouts.  Games must go 55 minutes for bets to stand.  If a game is suspended before
the 55th minute of play bets will be void except for markets that have already been determined.

15.3 Race to xth Goal

The winner will be the team to achieve the number of specified goals first.

15.4 Number of Goals/Total Goals Odd/Even

Includes overtime for settlement purposes.

15.5 Futures

When a season or tournament is unexpectedly shortened, all futures markets/bets will be settled in
accordance with the official ruling of the relevant governing body following the postponement.  If
deemed completed by the relevant governing body, markets will be settled accordingly.

16 Mixed Marti al  Arts

16.1 Results

Results will be based on the official result at ringside.  Results are not official for betting purposes
until  verified  by  officials  at  the  venue.   Incorrect  ring  announcements  will  not  affect  market
settlement.   Should  an  official  sanctioning  body  overturn  a  fight  decision  based  on  an  appeal,
suspension,  lawsuit,  drug testing result,  or  any other fighter  sanction will  not be recognized for
betting purposes.

16.2 Head To Head

Prices are offered for each fighter to win the fight and in the event of a draw all bets will be void and
stakes returned  This includes a fight that ends in a majority draw.

16.3 No Contest

If a fight is declared a No Contest being declared all bets will be made void and refunded unless the
result of the markets have already been determined.



16.4 Postponed fights

Should a fight be postponed, bets will stand for two calendar days.  If the contest doesn't take place
for whatever reason within this period, bets will be made void and refunded.  Affected MultiBets will
be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

16.5 Method of Victory

16.5.1 Knockout – Technical Knockout

The following methods of victory apply

 Referee stoppage
 Stoppage by doctor
 Stoppage by corner
 Fighter retires due to injury

16.5.2 Submission

The following methods of victory apply

 Fighter Tap out
 Referee stoppage
 Fighter verbal submission

16.5.3 Judges Decision

For methods of victory apply

 Unanimous decision
 Majority decision
 Split decision

Judges Decision Markets that include a draw selection have these methods apply and winner bets
are losing bets.

 Majority draw
 Unanimous draw

16.5.4 Disqualification

When a fighter is declared a winner due to a disqualification all other method of victory bets are
losing bets when a disqualification selection is available.  If a disqualification selection is not available
all method of victory bets are made void and refunded.

16.6 Round Betting

16.6.1 End of round result

When a  fighter  is  withdrawn between rounds,  his  opponent  shall  be  deemed to have won the
contest in the previous round.



16.6.2 Fight Status

Should the scheduled number of rounds be changed before the fight all Round Betting bets placed
before the change will be made void and refunded.

16.6.3 Judges Decision

All bets in round markets are losing bets if the fight ends in a judges decision where the scheduled
number of rounds are completed.

16.6.4 Technical decision

If the fight is stopped early and ends in technical decision – the market will be settled as finishing as
the round the judge's scorecards apply to.

16.6.5 Total Rounds

For Total Rounds settlement purposes where half a round is stated then the halfway point of the
round defines half the round for over and under purposes.  For example, the 2 minute 30 seconds
mark of a five minute round is considered the halfway point of the respective round.

16.7 Performance Bonus

These include all performance bonus markets as awarded on the night.  Dead-heat rules may apply.

16.8 Quickest Fight of the Night

This market is settled on the official times and the winner is the fight finishes in the least amount of
time.  Dead Heat rules apply if two fights finish after the same amount of time.

16.9 Takedown/Strike/Knockdown markets

Markets involving strike, knockdown or takedown statistics will be settled based on official results.

16.10 Going the distance

The market is settled on whether or not all scheduled rounds in the fight will be completed.  A fight
stopped before the end of the last scheduled round and a Technical decision is defined as not going
the distance.  A fight that results in disqualification is defined as not going the distance

17 Motor  Racing

17.1 Results

All race bets are settled on the official race organisers classification at the time of the podium
presentation.  Should the results be changed at a later date by the official race sanctioning that will
not be recognized for betting purposes.

17.2 Cancelled Events

In the case of an event not taking place or being cancelled, all bets on the event are made void and
bets refunded.



17.3 Futures Markets

All outright and future markets will be settled as per the official competition ruling.  If there is no
result or winner, bets are made void and refunded.

17.4 FIA Racing

FIA Racing includes but is not limited to

 Formula 1
 Formula 2
 Formula 3
 World Rally Championship

All race bets are settled on the official FIA classification at the time of the podium presentation, with
subsequent disqualifications disregarded.

17.4.1 Finishers

All drivers who complete 90% of the race laps are deemed as classified finishers in line with the
official FIA classification.  However all drivers are given a ranking, and for the purpose of match and
positional betting this ranking shall apply.

17.4.2 Participants

All qualifying bets stand once a driver starts qualifying.  

17.4.3 Race Start

The start of the race is deemed to be the signal to start the formation lap.

17.4.4 Match betting

For race match betting the driver who finishes in the highest position is deemed the winner, both
drivers must start the race for the bet to stand.  If both drivers fail to complete the race, the driver
completing more laps will be deemed the winner.  If both drivers have completed the same number
of laps, the winner will be the driver that finished the lap first. Subsequent penalties or demotions
will not affect the grading of wagers.

17.4.5 Formula One Drivers and Constructors Championship

Bets on the Formula One Drivers and Constructors Championship will be settled in line with the
official FIA results immediately following the podium presentation of the final race of the season,
with subsequent disqualifications disregarded. The drivers' and constructors' championship titles
are awarded to the driver and constructor who score the most points over the course of the season.
In the case of a dead heat for a championship place then the driver or constructor with the higher
number of superior race results will be awarded the place.



17.4.6 F1 Qualifying

17.4.6.1 Qualifying session
Consists of three sessions whereby the six slowest drivers from each of the first two sessions (Q1
and Q2) will be eliminated leaving the remaining drivers to compete in the third session (Q3) for the
top places on the grid.  Qualifying session betting will be settled as the fastest lap posted during
third qualifying session.  If for some reason Q3 does not take place then we will settle bets if the
grid is formed based on times from Q1 or Q2. If the grid is formed using championship positions or
other non-competitive method bets are made void and refunded.

17.4.6.2 Sprint session
In the event a Sprint race format is used, the sprint race markets are separate to the qualifying
session markets and will be settled on the finishing order published at the end of the after any in
race time penalties.   Any subsequent penalties or demotions imposed shall  be disregarded for
betting purposes.

17.4.7 Race participants

Any bet on drivers who fail to take part in the race for any reason other than non-qualification shall
be made void and refunded.  Any driver that exits the pits is declared a starter for betting purposes.
Drivers that have qualified that subsequently don’t race are scratched and deductions apply.

17.4.8 First driver to retire

This market is which driver will be the first to retire from the race.  Bets are in play when the pit exit
is open before the race.  Bet settlement will be determined by which lap number a driver retires on.
Should more than one driver retire on the same lap then Dead-Heat rules apply.

17.4.9 One lap and done

This market is a bet on how many drivers will retire from the race before they complete one lap
proper of the race (not the formation lap.) The bet begins with the signal to start the formation lap.
Formation lap retirees are included as 1st lap retirements

17.4.10 Leader after the first lap

For settlement purposes, the winner is deemed to be the driver leading the race as they cross the
start/finish line after one classified race lap.  In the event of one lap not being fully completed all
bets will be void. If the race starts under the safety car all bets will be made void and refunded.

17.4.11 Safety Car Appearance

A Safety Car Period is defined as the need for the Safety Car to run in front of the leading car during
a specified race.  If  the race start under the Safety Car, then all bets concerning the Safety Car
market will be settled as Yes.  If the race finishes under safety car conditions but the safety car has
not had time to get to the front of the leading car this market will be settled as Yes. Virtual Safety
Car (VSC) periods do not count.



17.4.12 Group Betting

The winner is  the driver  in the group achieving the highest  placing at  the time of  the podium
presentation. If all drivers in the group fail to be classified then the driver completing the most laps
will be deemed the winner. If all drivers in the group fail to be classified and two or more drivers
retired  on  the  same  lap  then  dead-heat  rules  apply.  Drivers  are  grouped together  for  betting
purposes only.  Non-runner no-bet deductions may apply.  Bets will be settled on the official FIA
result at the time of the podium presentation.

17.4.13 Other FIA racing

Other racing formulas conducted by the FIA use the same betting rules as Formula One where
applicable.

17.5 Indy Car

17.5.1 Results

Indycar results are settled on official results from indycar.com.  Subsequent disqualifications will be
disregarded.

17.5.2 Qualifying

Regardless of the format used for a race the results as declared on indycar.com immediately after
qualifying are used for settlement purposes. Subsequent disqualifications and grid changes will be
disregarded.

17.5.3 Race

Markets operate under the same rules as FIA for betting purposes where appropriate.

17.6 V8 Supercars / NASCAR

17.6.1 Results

Results  are  settled  on  official  results  from  v8supercars.com.au  and  nascar.com.   Subsequent
disqualifications will be disregarded.

Any drivers who fail to qualify for the race will be deemed as non-runners. The race must be ran
within two days of the scheduled race start time for bets to stand.  The official V8’s/NASCAR winner
of the race will be settled as the winner for betting purposes, this includes all races which are halted
prematurely.

17.6.2 Driver Head to heads

All matchups will be settled as per the official result.  If one driver fails to complete the race, the
other driver will be deemed the winner.  Where both drivers fail to complete the race, the number
of laps completed will determine the winner.  If both drivers fail to complete on the same lap, the
official placings as assigned by the controlling authority will determine the result.  Both drivers must
start the race for bets to stand.  In the event of a replacement driver all bets are made void and
refunded.



17.6.3 V8 Supercars race qualifying

The market will be settled on the fastest times according to www.v8supercars.com.au

If qualifying includes a (top ten) shootout, then the winner of the shootout will be deemed the
winner of the qualification market with any subsequent disqualifications/penalties disregarded.

17.7 Moto GP/ World Superbikes / British Superbikes

17.7.1 Results

All bets are settled on the official classification as defined by the official race organisers and will not
be affected by any subsequent demotions or enquiries.

17.7.2 Participants

All qualifying bets stand once a driver starts qualifying.  

17.7.3 Qualifying head to head bets

Both riders must start and at least one of them complete the qualifying race for bets to stand.

17.7.4 Race head to head bets

Both  riders  must  start  for  bets  to  stand.   If  both  riders  fail  to  complete  the  race,  the  rider
completing more laps will be deemed the winner.  If both riders the winner will be the rider that
finished the lap first.  Subsequent penalties or demotions will not affect the settlement of bets.

17.7.5 Group Betting

The winner is the rider achieving the highest placing at the time of the podium presentation.  If all
riders in the group fail to be classified then the rider completing the most laps will be deemed the
winner.  If all riders in the group fail to be classified and two or more riders retire on the same lap
then dead-heat rules may apply.  Riders are grouped for betting purposes only. Bets will be settled
on the official race organisers result at the time of the podium presentation.

18 Netball

18.1 Results 

Overtime counts for the settlement of Match Betting, Handicap Betting, Total Goals, Home Team
Total Goals and Away Team Total Goals.

Dead-heat rule will  apply for Match Betting if  no overtime is played.  All  other markets will  be
settled according to the result at the end of regular time.

18.2 Cancelled Matches

If a match does not take place, is cancelled or starts without being completed all bets are made void
and refunded except markets that have already been determined.

19 Rugby League (NRL)

19.1 Results

Bets  are  settled  on  the  official  declared  results  including  any  extra  time  except  for  explicitly
designated eighty-minute markets.

http://www.v8supercars.com.au/


19.2 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

19.2.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within
three calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and
refunded and refunded.

19.2.2 Abandoned Matches

If the match has started and is subsequently abandoned markets will be settled on the official result.
Where  no  official  result  is  declared  bets  will  be  made  void  and  refunded.   MultiBets  will  be
recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

19.2.3 Venue Changes

If the venue is changed from the one scheduled all bets on the match will stand, provided the game
is not also postponed more than three calendar days after its original date.

19.3 Premiership Markets

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the Grand Final will be deemed null and void and all bets will stand.

19.4 Top 4 and Top 8 Markets

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the Grand Final, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and void and all
bets will stand.

19.5 Draws

If the result of a match after extra time is a draw, then the Dead Heat Rule will apply to all bets
where a result has not occurred.  All winning margin bets will be deemed unsuccessful as neither
team has won the match.

19.6 Least Wins

Least  Wins (Wooden Spoon) bets pay on the team which least  wins for  the season.   A draw is
considered as half a win. In the event of more than one team having the same number of wins, the
position will be determined by the worst point differential.  Any loss of premiership points after the
completion of the home and away draw, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed
null and void and all bets will stand.

19.7 Miss 4/Miss 8

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the home and away draw, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and
void and all bets will stand.



Any Team which has Points Deducted during the season due to breaches of rules and regulations
will be 'Deemed A Starter.'  If at the time a breach is announced, the loss of points means only one
eventuality can occur then all bets on that competitor are void and monies refunded.  All decisions
made by the NRL are final.

19.8 First and Last Scoring Plays and First Points

If the match remains scoreless after normal and any extra time, then single wagers are void and
wagers will be refunded.  MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original
bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

19.9 First/Last/Anytime Tryscorer

If the selected player is not in the starting 17 all bets on that selection will be refunded.  Bets will
stand on all players named in the 17-player team, regardless of whether they take the field or not.
All bets will be refunded on any Player named as an 18th Player Injury substitute.  In the event of a
Penalty Try being the first / last try scored we pay on the Penalty Try option if offered.  If the Penalty
Try option is NOT offered, the player who would have scored the Try if not for foul play, will be
deemed to have scored the try for resulting purposes.

19.10 First Try Scorer with Anytime cover

If  the player fails to score the first try but does score a try in the match then the bet stake is
returned.

19.11 First 2nd Half Try Scorer

If the player is included in the 17 player squad, all bets will stand regardless of whether the player is
on the field for the first 2nd half try or not.

19.12 Most Tries Head to Head

Both players must be in starting 13 for bets to stand.  If no try is scored or level on tries Tie wins.

19.13 Time of First Try

Bets are paid on the official NRL (or relevant league) clock or website.  Bets will be settled as a loss if
no tries are scored.  Where a market is offered for individual halves bets will be settled as a loss if no
tries are scored in the half.

19.14 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

19.15 Same Game Multi bets

If one or more of your legs are voided in your Same Game Multi, your bet will be made void and
refunded.



19.16 Injuries/Ejections in Multi bets or Same Game Multi bets

If the player was selected to play and was injured or ejected during the game the bet stands.

19.17 Premiership Winning Region

Payouts will be determined by the designated home region of the team that wins the Grand Final as
described in the betting market.

19.18 Top Team Tryscorer Bets

If a player changes teams during the Season, their Team Tryscorer tally only relates to tries scored
for a designated team – not the cumulative tally across multiple teams.

19.19 Clive Churchill Medal

Outright bets will be paid on official results as presented on the day of the Grand Final.  If a player
changes teams during the course of a Season, bets will stand.

20 Rugby Union

20.1 Premiership/Minor Premiership/Make Grand Final

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the Grand Final, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and void and all
bets will stand.

20.2 Top4/Top8

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the Grand Final, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and void and all
bets will stand.

20.3 Least Wins

Least  Wins (Wooden Spoon) bets pay on the team which least  wins for  the season.   A draw is
considered as half a win. In the event of more than one team having the same number of wins, the
position will be determined by the worst point differential.  Any loss of premiership points after the
completion of the home and away draw, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed
null and void and all bets will stand.

20.4 Miss 4/Miss 8

Any Team which has premiership points deducted due to breaches of rules and regulations will be
deemed as competing for settlement purposes.  Any loss of premiership points after the completion
of the home and away draw, and subsequent changing of finishing order will be deemed null and
void and all bets will stand.

Any Team which has Points Deducted during the season due to breaches of rules and regulations
will be 'Deemed A Starter.'  If at the time a breach is announced, the loss of points means only one



eventuality can occur then all bets on that competitor are void and monies refunded.  All decisions
made by the competition governing body are final.

20.5 Regular Season

Markets that state Regular Season are deemed to mean the official standings of teams after all
matches  of  the  predetermined  season  are  played  and  before  any  playoff/final  matches  have
commenced

20.6 Venue Changes

If  the  venue  is  changed  from the one  scheduled all  bets  on the match  will  be  made  void  and
refunded

20.7 Normal Time

All markets are settled at the end of normal time except for Head to Head; Line; to Win in Extra
Time; or any other market that is expressly stated as being resulted at the end of any Extra Time.  

The following Betting Events and/or Betting Markets include any extra time unless otherwise stated
in the market description.

20.7.1 Super Rugby Aotearoa matches

Except where a “Draw” at the end of Normal Time is a Selection in any Betting Option.  Betting
Markets relating to the second half will not include any extra time and “Match Betting” Betting
Markets (where a Draw is a Selection) will not include any extra time;

20.7.2 Super Rugby Australia

Betting Markets relating to the second half will not include any extra time.

20.7.3 New Zealand NPC

Except where a “Draw” at the end of Normal Time is a Selection in any Betting Option.  Betting
Markets relating to the second half will not include any extra time.  Match Betting markets where a
Draw is a Selection will not include any extra time.

20.7.4 Rugby 7s matches

Except where a “Draw” at the end of Normal Time is a Selection in any Betting Market.

20.7.5 Head to Head

Betting Markets where the “Draw” is not a Selection.

20.8 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

20.8.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within two
calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and refunded
and refunded.



20.8.2 Abandoned Matches

If the match has started and is subsequently abandoned markets will be settled on the official result.
Where no official result is declared bets will be made void and refunded except markets that have
already been determined.  MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original
bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

20.8.3 Venue Changes

If  the  venue  is  changed  from the one  scheduled all  bets  on the match  will  be  made  void  and
refunded.

20.9 Scoreless Matches

For 'First and Last Scoring Plays' and First Points markets, if the match remains scoreless after normal
and any extra time, then single wagers are void and wagers will be refunded.  MultiBets will be
recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

20.10 First/Last/specifc Try Scorer – Penalty Tries

If a penalty try is scored, we will pay out on the penalty try option if we have offered it as a selection
(whether in first try scorer, last try scorer or specific try scorer markets).  If the penalty try option is
not offered then we will

20.10.1 First try scorer 

Payout on the first try that is not a penalty try.

20.10.2 First try - position

Payout on the first try that is not a penalty try.

20.10.3 Last try scorer

Payout on the last try of the game that is not a penalty try.

20.10.4 Specific try scorer

All bets will be made void and refunded.

20.11 First Try Markets

For Time of First Try betting, payouts are determined by the official as published on the sporting
body official website.

20.11.1 First 2nd Half Tryscorer

Bets on substitutes will be made void and refunded if the first 2nd half try is scored before they
enter the game.

20.11.2 First Try Scorer with Anytime cover

If  the player fails to score the first try but does score a try in the match then the bet stake is
returned.



20.11.3 Position to Score First Try

If the selected try is a Penalty Try, we pay on the position to score the next try which is not a
penalty try.  If there is no try that is not a penalty try scored after the penalty try then all bets will
be made void and refunded.

20.12 Matchbets

For Tryscorer, Kicker and Most Points matchbets, both players must be in the starting 15 for bets to
stand.  Deadheat rules apply

20.13 Most Tries - Head to Head

Both players must be in starting 22/23 for bets to stand.  If no try is scored or level on tries 'tie'
wins.

20.14 Rugby 7s

All bets are settled on the result at the end of any extra time except for Winning margin markets
and 3-way Match Betting, which will be settled at the end of regular time.

20.15 Goal kicking bets

20.15.1 Best Kicking Percentage

Bets will be made void and refunded if there isn’t at least one place kick at goal.

20.15.2 Kicker Matchbets

Bets will be made void and refunded if both players do not attempt at least one place kick at goal.

20.15.3 Most Points

Bets will be made void and refunded if there isn’t at least one place kick at goal.

20.15.4 Player Total Points

Bets will be made void and refunded if the player does not attempt at least one place kick at goal.

20.15.5 Perfect Kicking record

Bets will be made void and refunded if the player does not attempt at least one place kick at goal.

21 Snooker

21.1 Results

Official match sheets will be used for settlement purposes.

21.2 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

21.2.1 Match does not complete

In the event of a match starting but not being completed, the player progressing to the next round
will be deemed the winner or in the final, the player declared the winner.

21.2.2 Cancelled Matches

In the event of a match not taking place or is cancelled, bets on this match will be made void and
refunded.



21.2.3 Postponed & Incomplete Matches

Where a match is incomplete or postponed and resumed or played within two calendar days of the
original  scheduled  time  all  wagers  stand.   Otherwise,  bets  will  be  made  void  and  refunded.
MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are
payable.

21.3 Winner

Any player who takes part in a qualifying tournament but fails to qualify for the main tournament
will be settled as a loss.

21.4 Revised match betting

At least one frame of the following session must be completed for bets to stand.

21.5 Pot the first ball of a specific frame

Fouls do not count toward settlement.  Re-racks will not count towards settlement unless a ball was
not potted in the original frame.  Player to pot first ball refers to the player who pots the first ball
legally, excluding balls potted when the shot incurs a foul.

21.6 Total points of a specific frame

In the event of a re-rack, only points scored in the completed frame will count towards settlement.

21.7 Tournament highest break

Only one break per player will count towards the settlement of this market.

21.8 Forfeit

If a player is awarded a frame due to the non-appearance of the opposing player, all frame specific
markets will be made void and refunded.

Handicap betting, total frames, race to three frames & 1st, 4th & 6th  frames, outright and correct
score markets will be settled.

21.9 Early match result

If Four Frames and Next Session are not completed due to the match result having been determined
before this point, then bets will be made void and refunded except bets that have already been
determined.  MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No
refunds are payable.

If all frames are not completed due to time constraints, bets will be settled when play resumes and
the settlement point is reached.

21.10 Foul in a specific Frame

If a foul is committed in a frame and is then followed by a re-rack, the foul will count for settlement
purposes.

21.11 Stage of Elimination

The selected player must play one shot in the tournament for bets to stand.



21.12 Futures/Outrights

Should the event be postponed for longer than seven calendar days all bets will be made void and
refunded.  Should the number of rounds/stages of the event be significantly shortened/changed or
the location of the event is changed all bets will be made void and refunded.

22 Soccer

22.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body after the match.  Any subsequent amendments to the result, whatever the reason, will  be
excluded for resulting purposes.

22.2 Match length

Bets placed on soccer are based on the result at the end of regular time plus stoppage time unless
otherwise  specified.   Normally  match  length  is  ninety  minutes  plus  stoppage  time.   The  only
exceptions are for matches of shorter duration as agreed by the laws of the competition in which
they are competing or agreed by both sides before kick-off.

If the match is played in the traditional format of two halves, all bets will be settled at the end of the
agreed game length stoppage time.  Bets will stand regardless of the game length being advised by
Apple iSports or not.

If the game is played in an unusual format that is not two halves then all half markets will be made
void and refunded.  All other markets will be settled based on the score at the end of the match.

All match markets, unless otherwise explicitly stated, and all 2nd half markets will be settled based
on the score when the referee blows the whistle to officially end the 2nd half.

22.3 Video Referee

Any outcome that is reviewed and overturned by the video referee will be considered as final.

22.4 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

22.4.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within two
calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and refunded
and refunded.  Matches that have their kick-off altered well in advance to accommodate live TV, or
to ease fixture congestion will not constitute a postponement.

22.4.2 Abandoned Matches

22.4.2.1 Resumption
If a match starts but is later abandoned, all bets will be made void and refunded if the match doesn’t
resume from the point of abandonment within forty-eight hours of the original start time except
markets that have already been determined.



22.4.2.2 Completion
For matches where 90% or more of the scheduled match time has been completed, Apple iSports
will consider the match to be played to full time and we will use that result for the settlement of all
bets placed on the game.  In these circumstances rule 22.4.2.1 does not apply.  Any bet on a match
that has less than 90% of the match time completed will be made void and refunded subject to rule
22.4.2.1

22.4.2.3 Multibets
Any multiBet that has a leg that is made void because of abandonment will be recalculated excluding
that event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

22.4.3 Venue Changes

If the venue is changed from the one scheduled all bets on the match will stand.  If, however, the
match has been changed to the away team home ground all bets will be made void and refunded.

22.4.4 COVID Protocols

If  a  match is  not played,  postponed or  cancelled due to COVID all  bets will  be made void  and
refunded.  When a match has begun and cancelled in progress markets will be settled based on the
official ruling from the governing body.

22.5 Handicap Markets

Handicap markets are settled on the result of the half or the match after the handicap is applied.
Unless otherwise explicitly stated in the market all  handicap markets do not include extra time.
They are settled on the score at the end of the half or match inclusive of injury time.

22.6 First/Last/Anytime Goalscorer Bets/Markets

22.6.1 Exclusions

Own goals,  goals  scored in  extra  time or  goals  scored in  a penalty  shoot-out  do not  count  for
settlement purposes.

22.6.2 First goal

If the selected player is not on the starting team list all bets on that selection will be refunded.  Bets
on players that have not taken the field before the first goal will be made void and refunded.

22.6.3 Last and Anytime goal

Bets on a player that does not take part in the game or does not come on as a substitute will be
made void and refunded.

22.6.4 Team List

Every effort is made to quote the player to score odds for all possible players.  However, odds for
other players are available on request and will count as winners if they score the first/last goal even
if they are not named on Apple iSports’s website.



22.6.5 Own goal

If  an own goal is  scored, any live betting on the next goalscorer markets will  be settled on the
outcome of the next goal scorer  An own goal does not count in these markets.

22.6.6 No Goal

If there is no goal scored in these markets then “No Goal Scorer” is the winning option.  No Goal
Scorer is available in all these markets.

22.7 First Goal Scorer with Anytime cover

If the player fails to score the first goal but does score a goal in the match then the bet stake is
returned.

22.8 Goal Minutes

22.8.1 Minute Definition

Goal Minutes markets are resulted on the time in minutes when each goal is scored.  For example, a
goal scored at 18 minutess 23 seconds will be settled as the 19th minute.

22.8.2 Injury and stoppage time

All injury and stoppage time goals will be counted as the last minute of each half.

22.8.3 Team Goals

Own goals count for the team that are awarded the goal.

22.9 Man of the Match

Any player who takes the field for any part of a match will be considered as a runner for settlement
purposes.  Only players not in the named team or unused substitutes will be considered non-runners
– bets on these players will be made void and refunded.

22.10 Bookings and card markets

22.10.1 Exclusions

Bookings of managers, coaches or players who are yet to participate in the game do not count.
Bookings made after the final whistle in regular time do not count.

22.10.2 Inclusions

Any bookings made during halftime will count.  Only bookings in regular time (i.e. 90 mins play plus
any stoppage time) count.

22.10.3 Card count

Both yellow and red cards count for booking markets.   If  a player is shown 2 yellow cards (and
therefore a red card) or a player is shown a yellow followed by a red card it will be settled as a total
of 2 cards

22.10.4 First Booking

If more than one player is booked in the same incident, the first player to be shown a card by the
match referee shall be deemed the winner.



If a player does not take part in the game or comes on after the first card has been awarded, any
bets on the player bet will be made void and refunded.

22.10.5 Booking times

Booking times will be settled on the time the card is shown and not when the foul or offence took
place.

22.10.6 Card Index

Points on card index markets are applied as

 Yellow card: 10
 Red card:  25
 A player that is shown a yellow card and subsequently is sent off: 35

The maximum points a single player can receive in one match is 35 points.

Card Index Match Bet refers to which team gets the most Card Index points during the match during
regular time.  Extra time and penalty shootouts are excluded.

22.11 Half result

Bets on half results are settled on the result of a half-time including all injury and stoppage time.

22.12 Number of Goals

Own goals are included for the total number of goals and are counted toward the team the goal was
awarded to.

22.13 Corners

22.13.1 Number of Corners

The number of corners physically taken.  If a corner is re-taken, it will only count as one corner.

22.13.2 Time of corners

The time that the corner is successfully taken will count and not the time it was awarded.

22.13.3 Odd or Even

Zero is counted as an even number.

22.13.4 Race to xth  Corners

The winner will be the team to achieve the number of specified corners first.

22.14 Sack Race 

Applies  to  the  next  manager to  leave  their  position  as  manager  by  any means whether  it's  by
resigning or getting sacked.

Any manager placed on "gardening leave" will be considered for settlement purposes to have left
their position.  If no manager leaves before the final Premier League match of the current season
then the selection 'No Manager To Leave' will be treated as the winner in this market and all other
selections will be losers.



22.15 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

23 Surfi ng

23.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body.   Any  subsequent  amendments  to  the  result,  whatever  the  reason,  will  be  excluded  for
resulting purposes.

23.2 Cancellation

Tournament cancellation will result in all markets being made void and All bets will be refunded

23.3 Non-runners

Stakes will be refunded on surfers withdrawn before the start of an event. Deductions may apply to
reflect returning stakes on non-runners. If there is a change of venue other than the backup venues
used by the event organiser, or the event is delayed by ten or more calendar days, all bets will be
made void and refunded.

23.4 2 board/ 3 board betting

If any surfer doesn't start the heat then all bets are refunded. As per official competition results.

23.5 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.



24 Squash

24.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body.   Any  subsequent  amendments  to  the  result,  whatever  the  reason,  will  be  excluded  for
resulting purposes.

24.2 Official Start

A match will be deemed to have begun once the first serve has been struck.

24.3 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

24.3.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within two
calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and refunded
and refunded.

24.3.2 Venue Changes

If  the  venue  is  changed  from the one  scheduled all  bets  on the match  will  be  made  void  and
refunded.

24.4 Non-runners

Stakes will be refunded on players or teams withdrawn before the start of an event. Deductions may
apply to reflect returning stakes on non-runners. 

24.5 Walkovers

If a player is awarded a walkover, all bets on the match are made void and refunded.

24.6 Player Changes

If a player in a match changes before the match starts all bets on that match will be made void and
refunded.

24.7 Incomplete matches

In the event of a match starting but not being completed (including as a result of disqualification or
retirement) all markets will be void unless the result of the market has already been determined.

24.8 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

25 Table Tennis

25.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body.   Any  subsequent  amendments  to  the  result,  whatever  the  reason,  will  be  excluded  for
resulting purposes.



25.2 Official Start

A match will be deemed to have begun once the first serve has been struck.

25.3 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

25.3.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within two
calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and refunded
and refunded.

25.3.2 Venue Changes

If  the  venue  is  changed  from the one  scheduled all  bets  on the match  will  be  made  void  and
refunded.

25.4 Non-runners

Stakes will be refunded on players or teams withdrawn before the start of an event. Deductions may
apply to reflect returning stakes on non-runners. 

25.5 Walkovers

If a player is awarded a walkover, all bets on the match are made void and refunded.

25.6 Player Changes

If a player in a match changes before the match starts all bets on that match will be made void and
refunded.

25.7 Incomplete matches

In the event of a match starting but not being completed (including as a result of disqualification or
retirement) all markets will be void unless the result of the market has already been determined.

25.8 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

26 Tennis

26.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body.  Third party scoring and data feed providers may be used for timely settlement.  If any result is
incorrect  and  subsequently  corrected  then  bets  will  be  settled  on  the  correct  winner.   Any
subsequent amendments to the official result, whatever the reason, will be excluded for resulting
purposes.

26.2 Incomplete matches

In the event of a match starting but not being completed including as a result of disqualification or
retirement, all markets will be void unless the result of the market has already been determined.



26.3 Walkovers

If a player is awarded a walkover, all bets on the match are made void and refunded.

26.4 Number of sets

If there is a change in the number of sets to be played, match bets, first set market bets will stand.
All other markets will be made void and refunded.  Markets created after the change will stand.

26.5 Location Changes

If there is a change of venue, surface or from outside to indoor court and vice versa, all bets will
stand.

26.6 Total Games/Handicap markets

A tie-break is counted as one game.

If there are forfeited points or games, these will count for final settlement.

If there is a retirement, all total games/handicap games related bets will be void unless the result of
the market has already been determined.  This is where, if the match was completed in its entirety,
the outcome of the relevant bet would have been would have remained unchanged.

26.7 Champions tie-break

In some competitions, matches that reach one set all are decided by a Champions tie-break.  If a
match is decided by a Champions tie-break then the Champions tie-break will be considered to be
the 3rd set.

Set Betting will be settled as 2-1 to the winner of the Champions tie-break.

For  Total  Games  or  game  handicap  markets  for  the  match,  the  Champions  Tie-Break  will  be
considered to be one game.

26.8 Tournament format

If  a tournament format is  used, such as round-robin,  where a player winning a match does not
necessarily mean that they progress to the next round, the player declared the official winner of the
match by the relevant tournament governing body will be settled as a winner should a retirement
occur after the completion of the first set.

26.9 Aces Betting

26.9.1 Match bets

If both players serve the same number of aces, all bets on Player with Most Aces markets will be
made void and refunded unless there is a Tie option available.

26.9.2 Retirement and disqualification

In the event of a retirement or disqualification, all bets on Player with the Most Aces markets will be
made void and refunded.



26.9.3 Play and Match Total

Player or Match Total Aces markets will be made void and refunded unless the result of the markets
have already been determined.

26.10 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

27 Volleyball/Beach Volleyball

27.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body or third party sports data providers.  Any subsequent amendments to the result, whatever the
reason, will be excluded for resulting purposes.

27.2 Postponed and Transferred Matches

27.2.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date all bets will be made void and refunded
and refunded.

27.2.2 Venue Changes

If  the  venue  is  changed  from the one  scheduled all  bets  on the match  will  be  made  void  and
refunded.

27.3 Incomplete matches

In the event of a match starting but not being completed, including as a result of abandonment,
disqualification or retirement, all markets will be void unless the result of the market has already
been determined.

27.4 Golden Set

When a Golden Set is played to determine which team/player progresses, the Golden Set will not
count  towards  the  settlement  of  an  individual  match.  Golden  Set  will  only  apply  to
tournament/outright betting.

27.5 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

28 Water Polo

28.1 Results

All markets are resulted as per the official results and statistics published by the official governing
body.   Any  subsequent  amendments  to  the  result,  whatever  the  reason,  will  be  excluded  for
resulting purposes.



28.2 Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred Matches

28.2.1 Postponed Matches

When a match is postponed from its original scheduled date and the game is rescheduled within
three calendar days of its original time all bets will stand. Otherwise, bets will be made void and
refunded and refunded.

28.2.2 Venue Changes

If the venue is changed from the one scheduled all bets on the match will stand.

28.3 Overtime

Overtime (including any subsequent shootout) will only count for 2-Way Match Betting.   All other
markets will be settled according to the result at the end of the regular time.

28.4 Incomplete matches

In the event of a match starting but not being completed, including as a result of abandonment or
disqualification,  all  markets  will  be  void  unless  the  result  of  the  market  has  already  been
determined.

28.5 Void legs in Multi bets

If  one or more of your legs are made void in your Multibet it will be recalculated excluding that
event or leg at the original bet stake.  No refunds are payable.

29 Glossary of  Terms

AEDT - Australia Eastern Daylight Time.

AEST - Australia Eastern Standard Time.

AET – Australian Eastern Time refers to a geographical area where the time changes twice yearly as
Daylight Saving (DST) begins and ends.

All In - A betting proposition where no refunds are given for withdrawals regardless of whether or
not a particular runner starts or completes the event on which the bet is placed.  All bets stand, no
refunds are payable, and no deductions are applied to winning bets.

Bet Receipt - A receipt that includes a bet ticket number issued when the bet is placed.

Boxed Bet – Where possible combined outcomes are chosen in an exotic bet.

Combinations - The number of individual bets in an exotic bet.



Dead Heat - Two or more runners officially declared to have finished equal is considered a dead
heat.  This applies to both winners and place-getters in a single race.  The payout is divided by the
number of paying positions.

Decimal Odds – The odds shown include the amount of the original stake.

Each Way - A bet where there is an equal stake for a Win Bet and a Place Bet.

Exacta - An exotic bet that pays when the first and second selections are selected in the correct
order.

Exotic Bet – A bet that pays on a combination of results in a market or related markets.

First Four - An exotic bet that pays when the first, second, third and fouth place-getters are selected
in the correct order.

Fixed Odds - Odds offered on selection within a betting event.  They are fixed at the time that the
bet is placed and do not change after the bet has been placed, regardless of market fluctuations.
When there is a late scratching the payout may be reduced.  See Final Field and Deduction.

Flexi-Bet -  An  exotic  or  multi  bet  that  has  the  same  amount  staked  for  each  combination  of
selections.

Fractional Odds – The odds shown are multiplied by the stake before adding the stake back in to
obtain the return.

Futures –In sport, any bet that is made in advance of single event markets and whether or not a
particular competitor or team or member of a team starts or completes the event on which a bet is
placed, all bets stand and no refunds will be payable.

In-Play – An In-Play bet is wager placed on an event that is currently in progress.  These events are
described as having Live Betting available.

Multi-Bet - A bet that contains two or more selections from different markets.  A Multi-Bet cannot
have selections where one part of the bet contributes to the outcome of another.

Odds - This is the number by which you multiply your bet amount to calculate your potential return.

Official Result - The result as determined by the official governing body for the sport.

Official Start Time - The time stated by the controlling body for the relevant event.

Payout - Gross monetary result of a winning bet.  This amount includes the stake.

Place – A selection that finishes in a place paying position.

Place Bet - A bet placed on a participant to place.  The number of places paid will be displayed next
to the event title of the market and will be visible in the bet slip.  Some events may have different
markets with different place paying positions.

Price - This is the number by which you multiply your bet amount to calculate your potential return.



Profit - The return of a winning bet, less the bet cost i.e. the net earnings on a bet.

Quinella - An exotic bet that pays when the first and second place-getters in any order are selected.

Return - See Payout.

Runner - A participant in an event.

Scratchings - A selection withdrawn from an event.

Selection - The participant chosen as part of the bet placed.

Stake - The monetary outlay by the client in placing a bet.   See Flexi-Bet.

Tote Betting -  A bet type in which all  stakes are placed into a totalisator pool.   The dividend is
calculated from the total amount wagered in the pool and the total number of winning tickets after
the official race result is known.  Dividends are rounded down and declared after the tote takeout
has been deducted from the pool.  Apple iSports offers tote derivative markets.

Trifecta - An exotic bet that pays when the first, second and third place getters are selected in the
correct order.

Win Bet - A bet placed on a selection to win in an event.

Win Limits -  Includes all  winnings  derived from wagers placed by  individual  or  entity,  or  group
deemed to be acting on behalf of any one individual or entity, on the individual events, regardless of
whether the event is included as an element of a multiple, a group of multiples, or as a single wager.
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